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~~ You Will Make a Mistake f=" 
If you will place your order for coffees before Bf “= 
consulting us. @ Owing to the high price of 
coffee this year, we have spent considerable §\._ —.. 
time and money in getting just what we want » 

Just what you want—A_good coffee aay , 
ata Mion ate Pen aarantecd 0 

MADISON TEA COMPANY f A 
Phone 1264 26 East Mifflin Street : 

44 99 CLEANING 
PRESSING 
REPAIRING 

ee SUITS TO ORDER 

LET OUR AUTO CALL 

| CARDINAL STEAM DYE WORKS 
623 UNIVERSITY AVE. Telephone 1500 

When coming to the 
Football Game 

Visit 
9 

Schwoegler’s 
Sanitary Kandy Kitchen 

THE KING OF BITTERSWEETS 
FORMERLY WITH PALACE OF SWEETS 

528 State Street, Madison, Wis. 

LIBRARY OF THE 
UNIVE®StiY OF WISCONSIN |



Tailored Apparel 
Stehr & WwW alter for Women and 

Misses 
APIT Y 

ie ae eee ee Seek out the Simpson Shop 
for as much of your wardrobe 

eS votre nt cade ave 
wants. It will pay you. 

Choice Meats THE SIMPSON SHOP 
Renders a Pleasing Service 

We make a specialty of catering to the a 
fraternity and boarding house trade. THE 

e 

If you want good meats and choice Sd 
cuts, give us a trial. 

2 -GARMENT Co. 
Ehone 9205 “Women’s and Misses Outfitters” 

Trunks for Studes | $7.50 | 

KK Se = 3.50 SAS LE 
LIAS Ps hE 
GOA? Gea eam ee Pe, (40 (Ye 

Best and Largest A: t t in Madi : 

” Bengiriay Pebmous | (CLASSY PALL FOOTWEAR 
P eee ee y All Leathers Latest Styles  o¢ 

Wehrman’s Leather Goods BLIND & SAND ER 

Rhaue gee Store opposite maestic We carry7a nice assortment of Gymnasium 
16 KING STREET Oxfords



Has the Central Life the largest agency in Madison? 

Why has the Central Life placed more business in Dane County, in the 
City of Madison, in the University, including faculty and students, dur- 
ing the last seven years than any other company in the United States? 

Why do we find so many boosters for the Central Life? 

Honest Business Methods 
Courteous Treatment 
Guaranteed Standard Policies 

Reas Ons Are— Satistied Policy Holders 
Satisfied Beneficiaries 
Personnel of Agents the Best 

State Office: Phone 1148 A. GC. LARSEN, 
Washington Building State Manager 

PHONE 1785 

EXCLUSIVE MILLINERY 
10 S. CARROLL ST. 

Complete Course in Motion Pictures— Always the Latest and Best at 

The Grand ana The Fair Play 
Both Houses Operated by 

SHERWOOD & McWILLIAMS 

Caters Especially to the Larger University Trade—Try Us 

OPPEL’S, 116 East Main Street, Madison



What’s this terrible Reciprocity 

Backed by Billy, big as three, 
Cts: by Bobby, like a bee, 

*Tis Canada wanting Rocky Mountain Tea. 

Box Ball Have You Tried It? 
East Main and Webster 

That’s All! 

A. D. & J. V. FREDERICKSON GENERAL CONTRACTORS 

PINE, HEMLOCK AND HARDWOOD LUMBER 

MANUFACTURERS OF BUILDERS MATERIAL MADISON, WIS. 

M. ENGELHARDT *80.STATE ST. 
DRY GOODS, FANCY GOODS 

LADIES’ READY-TO-WEAR GARMENTS AND FURS 

See That Spencer’s _ 

Log Cabin Bread — 
is on the table at your boarding | 
place every meal, as it is the best | 
brain, muscle and strength bread : 

in the world 

607-609 University Avenue
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: : 
£ Co-eds of the University of Wisconsin z 
+ + 

: + 
t Oy EaSZiHE holidays are now over and you < + + CA i : + 
eS (A | PY) have undoubtedly enjoyed themvery ‘7 2 
¢ Ee BY much. The second semester is at = + Se) : Gon 
< eee) hand and numerous social events gar £ 

: ROE ore being arranged for you as well I ES> | t 

+ as all students of the university. u eg + 
AU of + 

t Have you prepared for these events as yet by Ao 3h + 
‘ looking over your wardrobe, seeing what you need 4 2 

e in the way of dresses consisting of evening and |f z 

= party gowns, also tailored dresses? as x 
+ : ¥ 
= Our representative, (Miss Georgia W.Miner) [7 z 
z at your university, is ready to look after your wants, [| v ; ce 
+ ordering for you any dress you may select from [| B ‘ t 
+ newest fashions, illustrations direct from Paris and ; es + 
: New York having recently been sent her. tS . 

. . - ee - 
£ Garments will be made from your own designs + b e : 2 

e and materials, if desired. Every dress is made ol => t 
- strictly to individual measurements and satisfaction A z 
t is positively guaranteed. t 

: ' The fashion plates will be on exhibition at Chadbourne Hall + 
t at any time by : 

+ : MISS GEORGIA W. MINER : 
< t 
s $ + + 
- C7 
*% + : : 
: i 
: : 
+ i 
S REPRESENTING : 

= S. LIEBERMANN & COMPANY £ 

< Tailors of Ladies’ & Misses’ Dresses & 

t 507 West Jackson Boulevard £ 
: CHICAGO, ILL. . 

+ 
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Phone 922—Get a “Square Meal” at BEN STITGEN’S, 120 North Main 

e 

For Styles That Are Chic and 
e id 

Fit Thatis True— 

Printzess Coats and Suits are peculiar, to paraphrase Bret Harte’s famous 
poem. And getting back to prose, our selection of Printzess garments 
for Fall is far and away the feature show of our establishment. 

These Coats and Suits—year after year—add to their high reputation, for 
perfect fit (and we don’t mean just ready-to-wear fit—we mean actual, 
correct fit) for careful selection and serviceable quality of materials and 
for the style—best described by saying that a Printzess garment ‘thas a 
way with it. 

Sometimes you walk along and see a coat or suit which sets so well, 
which fits so surely, which breathes such good taste, that you are 
forced to take instant note of it. Madam, the chances are that it’s a 
custom-made or a Printzess. 

Be in that class—it’s within the reach of even the moderate purse to own 
a Printzess garment, and the result cannot be measured in words—it’s a 
feeling of intense satisfaction that’s worth having. 

Burdick &@ Murray Company 

Madi Cand 

* a ' y e 

e 

Famous Bitter Sweets y 

Special Brands are a ( 7 
our APEX put up : 
in one-quarter, one- : 
half and one-pound | 
boxes, and Capitol 
Chocolate Creams } 

Try our “Wellington” 435 State Street Ess . 
They Are The Finest You Ever Ate 

Phone 922—Try One of BEN’S STEAKS, They Are Great, 120 North Main



| WISCONSIN SCHOOL OF MUSIC” 

; ADA BIRD, Director 

First Semester Begins September 25, 1911 
Registration Days, September 25, 26, 27 

PIANO 
ADA BIRD ELIZABETH BUEHLER JENNIE TAYLOR 
META WAGNER ISABELLE WILLIAMS ARLINE COFFMAN 

VOICE 
ADELAIDE FORESMAN ALEXIUS BAAS 

VIOLIN 
FREDERICK MACMURRAY FRANK BACH 

HARMONY AND HISTORY OF MUSIC 
ELIZABETH BUEHLER 

MANDOLIN, GUITAR AND BANJO 
FRANK BACH 

DRAMATIC READING AND ELOCUTION 
ALEXIUS BAAS 

In every department we have teachers of ability and experience, who have studied with renowned masters 
in Europe and America. Send for free catalog. Address, Secretary of Wisconsin School of Music, or 

Phone 357 ADA BIRD, Director, 433 State Street, Madison, Wis. 

eee 

CLIFFORD L. McMILLEN 
Agent for 

NORTHWESTERN MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY 

ORPHEUM BUILDING 
Phone 885 

Alumni, Faculty and Students of the University of Wisconsin: 

After investigating the various life insurance companies authorized to do business 
in Wisconsin, I have decided to make my future business placing life insurance, and 
have chosen to represent the Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance Company of 
Milwaukee, for the following reasons: 

First—The Northwestern is purely 2 mutual company with no dividend drawing 
stockholders. 

Second—The Northwestern contract provides the maximum of protection and 
privilege to policyholders for the minimum cost. 

Third—The Northwestern has had fifty-three years of experience in writing in- 
surance in the interest of its policyholders at cost. Policyholders are satisfied as is 
proven by the fact that one-third of the policies written in 1910 were on the lives of 
persons already insured under Northwestern contracts. 

I shall be glad at any time to give advice or information on life insurance in gen- 
eral and on Northwestern contracts in particular. 

Yours very truly, | 

CLIFFORD L. McMILLEN, ’11 

i



Tani ; 

No Student’s Room Complete 
without the 

LATEST IMPROVED ENGLISH MODEL 

The Handsomest Models and Most 5 
Perfect Flat or Arched Back ‘ 

Instruments Made 
also 

Violins, Guitars, Banjos, etc., of superior construction 
and tone. Every detail of our stock as near perfec- 
tion as money can buy. Strings of the same quality. 

U/isconsin [Juste fompany 
20 North Carroll Street MADISON, WIS. 

Bs 
WHOLESALE Packers of = we 

CHEESE Raw Oysters iS vi 
ree WYN re 

Ea aN 4 

Established 1891 il \ ao yy Se 
| Wg Fr |) ZS, i 

Ester Oyster Co.| | “¥ 7A) 1) 
FRESH, SALT AND SMOKED Zao iS | 

FI SH Office Desks Office Files 
Wedding Outfits at the Close of the Year | 

Wholesale | 

pers Haswell | 
Furniture Company 

CLAYTON W. HASWELL, President 

206 East Main Street, Madison, Wis. Se ee 
Telephone: Bell 975 Madison, Wis. 

q 
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M. A. DUFFY 

Up-to-date ° 
Mill; Commercial 
a Inery Stationery and 

all Opening Printing 
401 State Street 

Sumner &Crampton | 

Drugs and Photos 

502 State Street PARSONS PRINTING AND 
STATIONERY CO. 

We Have Our Own Special Department 

for Developing and Printing 24 North Carroll Street 

Ee “BS SSS ° 

iy NY Milk 
Wf NN 

A ff Vy}, Cream 
Wo, WB Si / YY utter 

A WY i Jalp yD 1 Sayre putter Milk 
PRS ce Cream 

Sold only by | 

RENDTORFF & ZILISCH CoO. 

Visit our plant and see the workings of an up-to-date, sanitary creamery 

Phone 979 629 Washington Ave.



Phone 782 for Best Cut Flowers and Potted Plants—915 University venue 

She 

. ‘The Home of the First National Bank 
Madison, Wisconsin Royal ‘Tailor S 

UNITED STATES DEPOSITORY / 

CAPITAL AND SURPLUS, $400,000.00 And everythin g that 

or is new and fit to wear 

. Officers and Directors . | At prices that bring the 

A Prout Preddent MLE Fall ViseFreident | eglIege man to this store 
F. W. Hoyt James E. Mosely 

Wayne Ramsay, Cashier M. C. Clarke, Ass’t Cashier « 

“ (:\LOTHING 
rae onan OMPAN Y 

This Bank solicits the a unts of ‘6 . 

firms, individuals and corporations Where quality tells and 
price sells 

PROMPT AND EFFICIENT SERVICE 

New York Store| BADGER COMPANY 
A Shop for Ladies LADIES AND GENTS 

GARMENTS 

oy Cleaning, Dyeing 
The Newest Trimmings) Altering, Repairing and 
Creations in || and Novelties Pressing 

DRESS in Women’s ——__—— 

GOODS Wear. Suits to Order 
for Fall and 

Winter Wear Newest 
. i Goods Called For and Delivered 

are on display Bandings, 
awaiting Hand Bags, 
your Gloves and} [Jodo & Foso — 
inspection Hosiery | Telephone 365 513 State St. 

Phone 782—Write, Wire or Telephone for Flowers, Etc., to Everett, 915 University Ave.
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Hello! 
Yes, this is 

FRANK'S 

PHONE 887 

815 UNIVERSITY AVE. 

9 OUNG MEN ann WOMEN 
F ORD S Y of higher education would do 

for well to take up the study of 

F OTO ¢ Stenography 

either as a profession or as a 
stepping stone to their business 

¥ or professional career, and to that 
, end, there is no place to study like 

Miss Brown's Private School 
THE FORD STUDIO of Stenography 

123 West Mifflin, Corner Fairchild Cary Building 

nove Milwaukee, Wis.
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A PROSPEROUS MID-YEAR TO YOU 

Te New Year comes rioting in, now on another year—the sad resolved to be 
—perhaps a little too gay and riot- joyous, the happy to be happier, the poor 
ous, but with a healthy holiday to gain and the failures to succeed—we 

spirit. It is the last spurt of merriment are coming up to the half-way post which 
which carries all the gaity of the old year will show where we are and what we have 
over into the next. But we are not really gained. While others are cutting their 
a part of all this. notch off another year past, with a sigh 

To the student world the New ‘Year of sorrow or relief, we are still laying our 
comes in September while the great measure. It is good to remember during 
world’s New Year goes on about us at the all this that our examinations are coming. 
middle of our year and the ending of its Now is the time to take up our belts and 
first half. While men and women in the work our hardest. Those that have put 
great world are raising their glasses and off working until after Christmas, those 
toasting new resolutions, we are setting who have fallen behind, those who are 
our teeth, and, doggedly hanging to old slow and those who have been consistent— 
ones, face the coming test of half a year’s all must prepare for the test. It is the 
work. Where others are starting out gaily time of labor for all.
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$1,000 FOR JORGENSEN recently put it, “Japan holds no tariff 
barrier.” The Wisconsin man who re- 

Ox: thousand dollars for a work fuses to help maintain him has still some- 
among students living on the op- thing to learn of the true meaning of 
posite side of the globe is at first jopvite 

consideration an unattractive proposi- 
tion. Of what concern is it to us that 
the 100,000 students of Tokyo don’t 
possess our opportunities? Professor 
Ross may be right when he declares THE AMATEUR SPIRIT 
that in all his travels he has met no EFORMS always create hardships. 
students whose need of the Christian in- R They always create oppositions, not 
terpretation of life is greater than those so much because of the principle in- 
of Japan, but what of it? Many a student volved, but because of the immediate ef- 
weary in his thinking, or else fearful of fect of the reform on individuals. Wis- 
the logical pursuit of the subject drops ¢onsin wants to lead in the movement to 
it at this pomt. And yet to no true Wis- pJace intercollegiate athletics on a strictly 
consin man can the question be disposed amateur basis. What is the result? We 

of so easily. From our day of matricula-  giseover that possibly under the strict in- 
tion to our day of graduation we hear it  terpretation of the rules our teams. may 
repeated that the University of Wisconsin joge-q man or two. This will never do. 
is a university of service. Now, service 18 ‘hose men have to play. Let’s make the 

a large word. It suggests big things. It rules conform to the qualifications of the 
recognizes no boundaries, be thev geo- candidates. 

graphical, racial, financial or social. It is We cannot expect that there ever will be 
the brotherword of world democracy. It passed a rule or regulation on intercol- 
calls into being big men, makes them do legiate athletics that will be wholly ac- 
difficult things, and it can only exist where cepted without objections. We don’t ex- 
there are men of vision. To sum it all pect that a summer baseball rule can be 
up, service is universal, embracing all passed without creating oppositions. It 
humanity. Other universities with a rep- seems to us that the Athletic Council has 
utation for service far less than our own taken a wise step in providing for a grad- 

have at least refused to be provincial in yal introduction of the summer baseball 
their endeavor. Michigan, Illinois, Kan-  pyles which were to be definitely voted on 
sas, Yale, Princeton, Oberlin, Pennsyl- g few days ago. The recommendations 

‘vania and Cornell are a few of the uni- were these: Tet’s pass the summer base- 

versities who are serving beyond their pall rule, that is, bar college men from 
own country. Pennsylvania is giving no participation in summer baseball whenever 
less than $10,000 annually, while Michi- gate receipts are taken. However, since 
gan is supporting five of its graduates in many baseball players now in our colleges 
the Busrah Mission of Arabia. This year wil] be ineligible under these regulations, 
Wisconsin enters the list with $1,000  let’s provide for a committee whose power 
pledged for Jorgensen’s work in Tokyo, it shall be to pass on every player who has 
Japan. Jorgie has a call on Wisconsin for gybmitted his complete record. Men who 
support to which we cannot be deaf. For are found to be technically ineligible, but 
three years he has labored faithfully and who really ought not to be classed as pro- 

effectively in Wisconsin. His labor has fessionals, should be leniently dealt with. 
made a real contribution to the univer- In this wise, only the real professional 

sity’s welfare. man will not escape the gauntlet. For 
The same ideals, standards, and spirit him it may be a hardship. Other players 

which he carried about with him here, will will be returned to their teams. The new 
be soon at work in the needy field of the generation of baseball players now grow- 
Japan metropolis. “Upon the ideals of ing up should study the rules of confer- 
Jorgensen’s heart,” as Prof. E. A. Ross ence colleges, and within a few years the
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amateur spirit will have developed to a_ scious again, until the time.and situation 

degree of efficiency. demand a new stimulus. 

Let’s not be near-sighted. Pure ama- ———_—__-— 

teurism only will forever bring peace into ‘“ ” 

the camp of conference colleges. FACULTY LIGHTS 
This department of The Wisconsin 

OT Magazine has developed a great amount of 

THE STUDENT JOURNALIST interest and attention. Readers seem to 

appreciate the attempt to place before the 

Te student journalist finds himself students the faculty man’s view point. 

in a unique situation. Of all the Some of the traditions, organizations 

activities in the university, journal- and activities we have with us now may 
ism presents more problems than all seem ancient to us, but, on reading “Fac- 

the others put together. The journalist ulty Lights,” we discover to our surprise 

is constantly giving this man or that that a wonderfully rapid development has 

man, this organization or that organi- taken place in Wisconsin within a short 

zation, credit for work well done, and period of time. We live today in an en- 

some times for work not done. Through  tirely different atmosphere than did some 

the columns of the press, he dishes out of the faculty members, not very long ago 

publicity and recognition to all who either. It is interesting to note their at- 

are “worthy a story.” What does he titude on college life, its purposes and 

get? Recognition? No. He has yet to functions. And, after all has been said, 

hear of any organization voting a word we come to the conclusion that our way of 

of thanks for his efforts. Sometimes he doing things is not so different from “the 

becomes discouraged and gives himself a old grads’ methods” after all. We thank 

few “comp’s” in his own columns, just by them though for their kind advice, but 

way of cheering his own self. But then, wish that some of them might be under- 

Grosser Himmel, he has violated all prin- graduates now that we might meet them 

ciples of the press. He is charged with on the battle field of equal competition in 

using the press for his own gains and student activities. 
ends. He is “blowing his own trumpet.” ———_—_—--— 
Again discouraged, he sits down at his 
desk, the day after, and wonders what THE PRIZE CONTEST 

crime he has committed. Then suddenly O* THE tenth of this month the 

“Bill” comes in. “Congratulations, old William F. Vilas Memorial Prize 

man, nine-tenths of the fellows are with Contest closes. It was thought ad- — 

you.” The groaning presses now cease visable to extend the time of competition, 

their groaning; the pen runs more smooth- inasmuch as a month might be of some 

ly, and again the journalist continues to account to the competing story writers. 

tell of the accomplishments, honors and We have placed the stories in the hands of 

successes of the other fellow and forgets the judges and hope to report on the re- 

his own self, never to become self-con- sults in the next issue. 

WN Se r 
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, HORACE, ODES III 7 
“Quid fles, Asterie?”’ etc. 

Ada N. Pence, ’°13 

Sophomore Prize Translation, 1910 

Why do you weep, Asterte? 
The fair west winds will bring to you, 

In sweet Spring time, 
From eastern clime, 

Your lover Gyges, young and true. 

Borne far away by southern winds 
That blew on some cold Winter's day, 

Sleepless at night, 
He mourns his plight, 

Enforced at Oricum to stay. 

And vet his hostess’ servant tnes 
To tempt him with a thousand wiles, 
And asks him why 
Should Chloe sigh, ; 

If not for love of his fair smiles; 

Reminds him that by false reports 
And woman’s treachery led on, 

A trustful king 
Once tried to bring 

Destruction to Bellerophon; 

That Peleus’ life was almost lost 
Because he scorned Acastus’ wife. 

Thus weaving spells, 
The servant tells 

Old tales that teach a faithless life. 

In vain: more deaf than deafest rock, 
Unmoved, these words he does not hear— 

You, too, take care 
Lest, unaware, 

Young Enitpeus may grow too dear; 

) Although no other horseman skilled, 
Inspires such wonder and esteem, 
And though, in truth, 
No other youth 

. Can swim so well the Tuscan stream. 

At fall of night close fast your doors; 
Hear not his plaintive serenade; 
And pay no heed, 
Though oft he plead, 

And call you a hard-hearted maid.



BASKETBALL 5 

W. E. Meanwell, M. D. 

Assistant Professor of Physical Education 

Oy Sas oI ITH the exception of bas- BASIS FOR POPULARITY. 

ce P kethall, probably all of our The game took hold immediately and 
Ga hg great popular games have gyyead rapidly in the Y. M. ©. As 

\Sirg Sen) originated in the past throughout the country, upsetting old es- 

ee spontancously mm response tablished methods of procedure based on 
SE to the intense, instinctive the gymnastic ideal and demoralizing the 

desire of associated youth 
for vigorous motor-play activities, though ita ey Be a a Be ad 

« . - . «adi tee Bere a 
the present day degree of formalization eee a [te Meek eae 

- cpg oe etd eS 
and development of such games is the re- Bere ooo Bal oe ee 

a8 z * FR ee eae Te 0 ees ia 
sult of careful direction and promotion. Pee S tS Fy ao oo 

nD eur enor Fe 5 hee oe 
Basketball, however, appears to have Ce ee Pe ee ae 

been a laboratory product, a deliberate Be ee ee mo 
creation to meet the great need for an in- oom : ee 
door game, athletic in character, that Ee es 

. ‘ . 5 ee Vee would fill the void between baseball and pe ey | en Racelge’ 
football seasons. The need was, indeed, ee ARI LY We 

f Peugee  y be ee long felt, and numerous attempts were Pl oe \ Y) ae 
made to produce a satisfactory game with x te. + Lo 
but meager results. 4 wi aa oe 

CHARACTERISTICS. a 28 cam ae 

When Dr. James Naismith, the origi- ae ce. | fee 
nator of basketball, began on the game, oe “2 i 
he had definitely outlined for his guid- eae 2 Pees 

Vy wae te : page ance seventeen different conditions to be oo a pe fe. 

complied with. Among them he had de- ees Po 7 
cided that it should be a ball game, || \ 8 oe 
played with a large, soft ball, playable on Sah ee : 
almost any kind of surface and by large 
numbers at a time, productive of general : rome a coe 
all around exercise and development, so , eke 
leasurable  t articipant: s to be Piss (cos aaa pleasurable to participants as to be F ase 

played for its own sake, free from un- ‘ Ba lia 
necessary violence and danger, easy to eevee ey 

4 S NY - Cand pe 
learn, pleasurable for beginners, while at ee .. 

the same time affording ample opportun- ea 4 
ity for the display of great skill and team 
play on the part of the more proficient. : 4 
With these conditions in mind he wrote 
out the rules practically as they are at are 
present, and basketball exists today as a bl 
deliberately produced national game, sec- 
ond only to baseball in point of general ‘cities 
imterest and of numbers participating. Walter A. Scoville, Captain
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work in dozens of associations. Athletic portunities for co-operative activity and 

clubs and then colleges adopted it until the development of team play. These are 

now it is played by innumerable “fives” also paramount features of those other 

representing churches, business houses, great perennial games of Anglo-Saxon 

settlements and other institutions for youth and environment, baseball, cricket 

social service that afford opportunities for and the varieties of football. 
such activities. RULES. 

During the twenty years of its exist- 

LA & ance, the rules of the game have been fre- 

y —" =~ quently modified to secure cleaner and 

yo ed more open play. Under the collegiate 

ye a — code now in vozue unnecessary roughness 

/, Pe has been lessened, the game is now much 

(i a faster than formerly, and fewer technical 

hi : | e fouls are committed, thus enabling a con- 

fi — oo ) tinuity of play and development of team 

i — rg work impossible under the A. A. U. code. 

f he | At the last meeting of the College Rules 

I S i Committee on Basket Ball but few modi- 

I — im fications were adopted, the most import- 

F eee ant changes being those in reference to 

f S 3 dribbling the ball and to unnecessary vio- 

| . Be lence in playing an opponent about to 

oS throw for goal. The new rules, apparent- 

: md ly not as yet well understood by specta- 

\ ‘ , tors, permit a player to dribble in any 

\ ‘ a direction and for any length of time until 

\ 4 a the ball comes “to rest in one hand or is 

\ Ls touched by both,” when the ball must be 
y dispesed of by a pass or shot for basket. 

‘ The penalty for infringement of the rule 

¥ is a free shot as formerly. To discour- 

X age unnecessary violence resulting from 

NX - the playing of the man rather than the 

A ball, a personal foul will be called and 

NS two free throws awarded the opponents of 

' the player “charging into another player 

W. E. Meanwell who is in the act of throwing for goal.” 

STYLES OF PLAY. 

Tt was not, as at first supposed, the in- Along with the evolution of the rules 

door character of the game that accounted of the game, the style and method of play 

for its immediate popularity, for there has changed very materially also. The 

had been indoor games without number floor congestion was lessened by decreas- 

long before its introduction, none of ing the number of men engaged from nine 

which, however, had secured sufficient on a side to seven, and later on to five 

hold on the interests of young men to players, with a resulting increase in the 

insure permanent popularity and contin- speed of the game and the possibilities 

uance. Basketball earned its popularity for the display of team work. 

and became a traditional game because its The early plan of confining the opera- 

chief characteristics are those that appeal tions and responsibilities of each player 

most strongly to the inherent play ten- to a limited and rather sharply defined 

dencies of young manhood, namely: vig- area in the court, making of the game a 

orous natural muscular exercise, that af- more or less connected series of individual 

fords strenuous competition and large op- contests for possession of the ball, gave
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way with the advance in team play and where to be and what to do under certain 
strategy to the necessity of the player circumstances at the right time, are es- 
dashing to various parts of the court as sential requisites to basketball greatness 

the needs of a particular play demanded. that are required only after years of par- 
It is this feature of the game that has _ ticipation. 
converted it into one of the most strenu- TEAM WORK. 
ous, taking games we possess, one that re- As in football, so in basketball, team 
quires continuous effort throughout two work is the basis of success. Absolute 
twenty-minute periods, resulting in a vast submergence of self for the common good 
expenditure of energy. is necessary. The “five? must work to- 

CRIB See gee eo a ee OS ads 
ee oT Sg 

eis ee ee Ve ae 
fo ee Sak Be a i ree eo 

fA fe ee ih Fh: hf 
eos, oe Pp v oR. 

x a 7 ~ a FE ios. j Wy >» pe Fs o 

| ad. fed § =e ae f= a 
ee % 4 4 wy, i ML OT Bt Seon A yn lee ay 
|e \] NM Pre eae 

mS fs 8 os isles ete. 
| ed eee 2 id ai 
— a oe TS Ye San ictal , ne 4 eo ‘ 

PPP Oy CRM YD 
| CO A ar Niro RT 
OE Sa ema amas ea Se eS Re ee 

Sf EAE ESE BEG ee 

McKillop 

THE SQUAD 

Top row, left to right: Harry R. Kimbark, ‘14; Halbert L. Kadish, 112; Conrad E. Van Gent, '14; Edwin C. 
Austin, '12; Dr. W. E. Meanwell, Coach. Middle row, left to right: Robert S. Dewey, "14; Maurice H. 
Bent, °14; R. J. Moore, 12; C. B. Bradish, "12; Marion Phelps, '12; Alvin Johnson, 12; Carl Neprud, '12; W. 
W. Hubbell, 14; M-E. Skinner, '14. Botiomrow: John C. Van Ripper, '13; Otto A. Stangel, "12; Walter A. 
Scoville, '12, Captain; Frank N. Youngman, 13; C. S. Harper, '14; E. O. Lange, ‘14; E. H. Hoppert, *14. 

PLAYING QUALITIES. gether as a unit to accomplish results 

There are few of the mental, physical that will appear well in the percentage 

or character attributes of the successful column. Forwards must pass to uncov- 

athlete in other sports that are not re- ered team-mates in more advantageous 
quired of the basketball player, while the positions than themselves rather than 

stamina and immense reserve fund of vi- make the long, hazardous shots that mark 

tality necessary are absolutely dependent the work of the individualistic star; they 

upon the possession of a high degree of must be willing to work doubly hard 

organic development and efficiency. In should a team mate strike a snag in the 

few sports, if any, is perfect condition cb- person of a particularly effective guard. 

tained through long and careful training, Guards must play their rather thankless 

so essential. Ability to timely and op- position secure in the knowledge that ac- 

portunely think and act the game, plus a curate passes and strong defense of the 

certain hard to define basketball intuition, basket are as essential to victory as the 

if it may be so called, that prompts a man numerous goals of the offensive trio. The
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center with height, weight, speed and ver- strict observance of training rules, and tili hi shoul, . . : 

spponeat like a “sticking” guard ae well render their full measure of tervice. 
as indulge in the more pleasing and rest- On the other hand, men who honestly 
au pastime or hone him is shots at size up to the responsibilities they assume 

e basket. ove all, good fellowshi as members of the team, or of the no less 
and cheerfulness among fhe members of important squad, and who continue 
the team are to be striven for at all times, throughout the long season of training 
and the contience an ane’s mates that with its resultant labor and self-denial, 
comes from the knowledge that all are well deserve the respect and honors be- 
honestly striving by earnest practice, stowed upon them by those they represent. 

BLESSED ARE THEY THAT HUNGER 

Carolyn E. Allen 

Cc ee we BGGhIN ®, Pmicorn Sigma, course he could not remember. Could he 
er wi) stopped before a comfort- call her “Auntie?” 

Ven ‘ able-looking, well-lighted “Ah! Reggie, you bright boy!” he said 

ee ny =) house on oe country-road to himself, and then to her, with his frank 
Chr eeyZ, and grunted,— manner: 

eee) “I wonder if we can’t “This is Paulus, and I’m Regglins, 
; Sponge on these people for from the university, and we thought that 

ator? to eat, I’m hungry as an alli- auntie (it sounded awfully silly to him- 
OT. self) might give us fellows something to 

hows i , ase’ ‘ oung J ohn Faus, “nuh! cat as she used to do. We're pretty hun- 
ee a oe ,jady—she won’t have any- ery, you know, been out since morning, 

Regglins grunted again—“Oh, you old He ° watched to see how his pathetic 
di 7 paan. oc ff _-prese alway sud. vi pantrys appeal would work. Gee! she was pretty! 

cookies”—and realizing it did sound 2°? ark hair, fluffy and riotous, set off 
rather slim,—“Oh, come on, anyway, she the faint pink on her cheeks, and the can fill us op oe? » anyway, bright gleam (was it wicked ?) in her 

| . ue eyes. She merely said: | 
right. old en)” and hungry, uttered, “All “Y’ll get you some dinner, right now,” 

They were stunned to behold a decid- smiled h on little, and closed the door 
_ edly young and lovely girl, in answer to Th f le looked at each other, R 

their. knock. All the nice young-man ,, ~J¢ 1@NOWS looked at each ober, Nees 
speeches Regglins had planned to make lins shook his head sadly and looked glum. 
faded away. How the deuce to explain What | conventions were they breaking 

himself? The young lady said rather @0Wn? Paulus, who was on the sofa, 
haughtily, but in a very sweet voice keeled sideward, and kicked his feet in 
“Won't you come in?” * the air, shaking with laughter. 
"Yes ‘Regglings said quickly, “we ON ow, you, Paulus, there,” said Regg- 

will” He thought fast. What was that ins, “if we get out of this gracefully, all 
-old lady’s name? As he had met her only right, but say—let’s beat it!” 
once and had not heard the name then, of “No, you don’t, old man, not with a
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warm room and good eats, and a girl like haste, and something like a huge giggle 
that, and a mystery. No you don’t!” could be heard faintly from the kitchen. 

The door op-ned and in came—not a “Theyre playing a joke on us, old man, 
dark, but a golden-haired blue-eyed dam- this must be a finishing school, or a con- 
sel, who said: vent. Listen! Somebody’s coming in the 

“Dinner is ready; come this way, front door!” 
please.” The strong men quailed before a tall, 

_ Rezglins gave his chum an agonized masculine woman who came in and 
glance; another young woman! stopped in amazement, before she 

When thev were seated, the girl went launched forth with many and cruel in- 
out, and came back bringing steaming  vectives of two men who dared to enter a 
beans and brown bread. But Jove! she young ladies’ boarding school ! 
was shcrt and round and had: straight “Wretches, be gone, or I’ll call the po- 

brown hair! Well, it was beginning to lice. Go out. Oh! how dare you, how 
be funny! Before he delved into his dare you!” 
beans, Paulus smiled faintly across the The boys rose, and ten scared girls filed 
table at Regglins. in through the swinging door. 

They kept their eves on the swinging “Madam,” began Regglins. 
door and refrained from exclamations, as “Be gone!” she almost shrieked, “be 
cach time there emerged a different girl gone from this house.” 
with a tremendously sober face, and ex- They went. 
ceedintly demure mouth. Paulus chose a “Regglie, dear,” said Paulus, sadly, 

fat, jolly girl to make a witty remark “where’d you get the sweet old lady idea, 
about, and she dived through the door in anyhow?” 

WISCONSIN SPIRIT—A Discussion 

| Carl Beck 

OSG s| PIRIT” is a word that has ferent to important university affairs, a 
es S) been overworked at Wis- charge of a lack of Wisconsin spirit is 
ee S t ecnsin. It is sort of hack- vehemently made. Rightly so in some 
E — sph neyed. The meaning has cases. It is being felt keenly among men 

SSE almost been squeezed out in the university. It is found hard to 
RA eS} of it. One feels like apol- arouse interest and difficult to get enough 

ogizing for using the word. men in the university to take hold of 

But spirit is the only intelligible word we things. Counter-attraction and over-or- 
have to express what we mean by “pep” ganization are given as causes. But it is 

and lovaltvy and patriotism and the latest sometimes also charged that the much- 
of Skakesp-rean slang—‘‘wallop.” heralded Wisconsin spirit is a farce and 

Und reurrent thought and talk around 4 non-entity. These charges may be all 
the university these days is concerned a_ true, or they may be partly true. How- 
great deal with Wisconsin spirit and the ever, I wish to show by means of a few 
apparent lack of it. When a debate is generalizations and a brief analysis that 

poorly attended, when a senior class meet- the noted Wisconsin spirit is not a 
ing fells flat. when organizations and in- farce nor a non-entity. In a general way 

dividuals put themselves first and Wiscon- I hope to show that there is a vital Wis- 
sin second, when students appear indif- consin spirit here, but that it is temporar-
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ily strangled by a condition, and that all the right connection with both, they still 
that is needed is a systematic development have the Wisconsin spirit. 
and. rejuvenation of this spirit, and then Student life at Wisconsin still has the 
harness it. traditional Wisconsin spirit, but it is 

Before proceeding, a definition cf spirit strangled. A new set of conditions is 
and a brief analysis of the “Wisconsin Tesponsible. (Let’s be fair and call a 
spirit” will help to make things more defi- spade a spade and not be pink about it.) 
nite. Spirit is an all-inclusive word, cov- The new set of conditions that have stran- 

ering a multitude of things with various gled the Wisconsin spirit are two: First, 
applications for various situations. To 4 rapidly expanding university, and sec- 

kill two birds with one stone, spirit in gen- ond, a larger inflow of the leisure class. 
eral and Wisconsin spirit in particular can Of the two the latter is the most de- 
be treated parallelly. teriorating influence and the hardest to 

. _ _ deal with. The first is responsible for - 
1 Self Spirit. 1 “Wisconsin Spirit.” counter attraction and over-organization. 

9, Peculiar ability... a Efficiency. A university that grows and expands as 
3. Ardor..............{/Enthusiasm. rapidly as Wisconsin recently has in in- 
4, Pervading influence. | Progressiveness. ereased number of students and in in- 

5. Animating principle. |Democracy. creased number of interests makes it al- 
6. State of mind. ...... |Open-mindedness . . . 

7. Peculiar quality. ....|Service. (Sum total.) most impossible for a changing student 
body to assimilate and organize with the 

Here we have Wisconsin spirit in a nut- same rapidity efficiently. Out of conse- 
shell. Any one of the seven express this quent counter-attraction and over-organi- 
spirit. Only when we find all seven work- zation, we have the disastrous result of 
ing together do we have the full Wiscon- loose organization. Organizations of the 
sin spirit. The sum total of Wisconsin university are not centralized, and the at- 
spirit is service. We find one or the other tempt of the Student Conference to do 
of the seven parts sometimes in some so seems to be much misunderstood and 
places in the student life of Wisconsin. scoffed at. 
The trouble is we do not find all seven all One hasn’t time in a limited writing to 

of the time in all places. That’s our illustrate, give evidence, and prove every 

problem. point. To suggest a point and rely on 

The spirit of Wisconsin as a state is that general observation, and then ask that 
of initiative, progress, efficiency, enthusi- S°™e things be taken for granted, 18 the 

asm, democracy, open-mindedness, and best one can do to cover ground. It 18 
service. It is the Wisconsin spirit being observed that greater emphasis is 

that has crept into the state univer- being put on clothes and more time and 

sity. This spirit has made both the state ™ore money is being put into “dandy- 
and the university great in the eyes of the stuff” than ever before at Wisconsin. It 

country. It is this spirit that produces }8 being observed that society “stunts 

winning educational features, such as the and dances consume more time of more 
Agricultural School, the Legislative Ref- ™en than ever before, with the result that 

erence Bureau, and the University Exten- any men are “broke” and have not the 

sion—all based on. service to the state. Price of admission to a debate or a con- 

This same spirit produced in student life cert or a basketball game. It is further 
Pat Odeas, Max Loebs, winning teams, en- being observed that loafing is a great time- 

thusiastic class meetings, and efficient or- killer and a great energy consumer for 
ganizations, backed up by hard working, thos w i do t know what to do, and for 

_-. gesponsible students. Have we lost this ose who don’t want to do. These are 
ee 1 Wi the types that contribute almost wholly 
spirit! Not at all! It still lives. We 4, ihe “con” congregation. On the other 

needn’t worry. But we do need to hustle hand, men active in university life have 
' about and find the trouble. The state is sense and initiative enough to take care of 

-. here, the university is here; we must find their primary work of study. We find,
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then, a lack of initiative and a lack of the should be run by student dynamos. In- 
spirit of service to organizations, to the stead of the machine supplying current to 
student body, and to Wisconsin the shame- the dynamos, it should be the other way. 
ful situation facing us. The student should supply the organiza~ 

Inactivity—lack of initiative! In the tion, the activity, the event with current. 
beginning of the year ten men showed up The spirit that makes for force and at- 
for cross-country as against two hundred traction in an event should originate in 
men at Cornell. Coach Richards gets the dynamic spirit of the student. Either 
thirty to forty eligible football candidates, we are lacking in a sufficiency of dynamic 
other western universities get eighty to students, or they are here but are not con- 
one hundred. ‘The Cardinal finds it hard nected right. The latter is the more 
to get men and women to work up on the probable, dynamic students not rightly 
Cardinal staff. The “lit” societies have connected with student and university 
to scratch to get freshmen material. A machinery. 
senior class meeting attracts sixteen mem- Because, after all, we have to agree to 
bers. The athletic board appoints three this much, despite the condition of loose 
times and trys three times to meet once. organization and leisure class, that the 
Men of national and international repu- average Wisconsin student aims to do his 
tation find half a house at Sunday after- best as he understands it. The fault of 
noon talks at the Y. M. C. A. The Ethics misconnection is rather a fault of the 
Club draws a handful on a live university whole system of things at Wisconsin. We 
topic. The Bascom Memorial Convocation have all sorts of dynamic men and women 
interests a hundred or so students. Con- in this university, but they are not ef- 
vocations are a holiday for many students, ficiently and systematically used. The 
the average attendance showing that they condition of loose organization and leisure 
are not taken too seriously. But most in- class makes it all the more necessary that 
dicative of the lack of initiative at Wis- cur working plant be more fully systema- 
consin today is the fact which carefu] ob- tized and centralized, and that we have 
servation substantiates that in the princi- some system of developing initiative, and 
ple activities of student life you will find responsibility, and service to Wisconsin. 
the same men and women taking the If there are misconnections in the univer- 
initiative and assuming responsibility. It sity that permit dynamic spirit to waste in 
throws the burden cn a few ambitious, over-due frivolity, loafing, and scciety sit- 
self-sacrificing students, who become in- ting, the problem is to harness mis-used 
volved in too many things. Insufficient energy for Wisconsin’s sake. Yes, and for 
distribution of work and responsibility is the students’ sake. For much valuable — 
the result. It is charged, therefore, that education comes in doing things with men 
there is a lack of Wisconsin spirit among and for men and applying the very things 
many students who have the time and the taught in the class room in the laboratory 
ability to exercise themselves in university of college life. Student citizenship and 
activities. But these students in turn self-government demand something from 
charge insufficient spirit and attraction every man and woman in the university. 
and force to events and activities to war- The harnessing of energy into a cohesive 
want their devotion and participation. student-citizenship is best accomplished 
The thought of duty and service for Wis- among freshmen who are plastic material 
consin’s sake is left out of it entirely. and the future material for Wisconsin 
Somehow these students expect to be mag- spirit to take hold of. 
netized into activity. They expect organi- There is already right at hand a ma- 
zations and activities and events to supply chine with which to work in this ac- 
them with sufficient live-wire currents to complishment of building up Wisconsin 
draw them into participation. The true spirit by developing initiative and serv- 
relationship and perspective of things is ice among freshmen. It is the upper- 
lost sight of. Organizations, activities, classmen calling system. It is yet in 
events in university life are machines that the experimental stage. It, too, has not
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worked well because of a lack of beside a developed upperclassman calling 
“proper” system of drawing out service system that will give us the full seven ele- 
and initiative and “responsibility from ments of the Wisconsin spirit. When we 
upperclassmen. The new spirit in Ameri- have initiative, efficiency, enthusiasm, 
can cclleges of welcoming the new gen-  progressiveness, democracy, open-minded- 
eration of the college with some degree é . 

wp ae el >) ness, and service, all working co-opera- 
of hospitality, is in itself a force to build tively all the ti a all lac " 

up a greater Wisconsin spirit. It is at “VOY a te time in al’ piaces with a 
this point of welcoming that a greater unity of purpose and co-ordination of in- 

Wisconsin spirit can be instilled. It has terests and a ecntralization of organiza- 
wonderful opportunities. It could be tion, then we will have what we feel in 

made a subject for an article in itself. our bones we must have a GREATER 
There are several other things, however, WISCONSIN SPIRIT. 

THE CALL OF HOME 

Cc. F. G. Wernicke, Jr. 

I hate your classes and your classic hells, 

Your regular hours and your soulless bells. 

What care I for your books and things, 

Conned to recite when a harsh bell rings, 

Far from the woods and the trail of the deer, 

Far from my heart-home, stifling here, . 

: Far from the streams and river's swift run, 
With my soul twisted and longing, 

. For the click of the reel and the crack of the gun. 

I hate your halls and close-walled rooms, 
Your petty threats and petty dooms, 

What care I for your civilized ways, 

Your cheap veneer and routined days, 

When the woods are calling my twisted soul, | 
Back from the cheapness of your learned scroll, 

Back to the woods and the wind and the sun, 

With my heart yearning and calling 

For the click of the reel and the crack of the gun. 

How cheap your hope and ambition seems, 
Your petty desires and sordid dreams. 
What care I for your snobbish great, 
Their vanity and pride and jealous hate, 

Your learned professors and carping town. 

I'm sick of your sham in Learning’s gown, 

And I long to be where nature and man are one. 

God, but I’m longing 
For the click of the reel and the crack of the gun.
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M. C. Otto 

SEIS IIEY were standing in that — crowds literally streaming by behind them. 
Ks vB matchless piazzetta—a col- They were “bargaining.” 

Z A lege man of our Middle “Too much,” the college man was say- 
eA, RX West and a Venetian gon- ing, ““I’oo much.” SE } : : 5 2 ; 
Keay dolier. Only a few yards “Ah, no too much,” was the reply. 

NO FR A) away “rose the new cam- ‘One-half franc, fifty centesimi, ten cent 
panile, S. Mark’s cathe-  *Merican money.” Then with a wide 

dral, and the inimitable Palace of the sweep of the arm in the direction of the 
Doges, while in front, to the right and left —lagoon—Beaw’ful !” 
stretched the Lagune, a riot of life and It was without question a beautiful 

= ae _ wee Se 
i a rs 

S 8 * ral : 

i 

a 
os 

San Giorgio Maggiore 

color. The sun was near to setting, and — picture, and therefore ten cents in Ameri- 
already shadows were stealing into the can money was not much for the trip to 
Grand Canal. To the east, where the San Giorgio Maggiore. But the college 
white-faced water-front sweeps far out man had a Baedeker which read: “For 
into the bay, windows were ablaze, and the _ one or two persons, fifteen centesimi,” and 
domes on San Giorgio Maggiore and he had concluded that for once he should 
Santa Maria della Salute to the south and not be imposed upon. 
southwest, as well as the forest of masts “Took here,” he said, pointing to the 
farther out, were rimmed with gold. But book, “Traghcetto fifteen centesimi. Why 
they were oblivious of all this, the college one-half franc ?” 
man and the gondolier; of the softened The only answer was an aggravating 
sunlight tempting gondolas from every shrug of the shoulders. 
corner, of the innumerable reflections So the college man turned his back upon 
quivering and dancing in the water, of the the gondola as Caesar is said to have re-
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fused the crown, and resolutely started which suddenly had made him so persist- 
off. Five steps, and the Venetian was by ent a bargainer. Now he had redeemed 
his side, having found his tongue. himself. Of course the purchase was a 

“No gondola?” he asked in grieved sur- matter of franes and this of centesimi, 
prise, as if some injustice had been done. but things of the spirit cannot be reck- 
Then with an entire change of expression oned in dollars and cents. A feeling of 
and an abundance of gesture, he added: peace and geod-will took possession of him, 
“Nice gondola. San Giorgio—over-back, which not only harmonized with the 
one franc. Ten cent ’Merican money. No beauty of his surroundings, but embraced 
much. Beavw ful!” his reeent opponent as well, so that when 

“Well, Pll give you twenty-five cen- the tip was added to the stipulated fare 
tesimi to take me over, said the college the gondolier had lest little through his 
man, weakening. concession. 

But it was of no avail. His was an It did not occur to the college man until 
exceptionally fine gondola, San Giorgio he had climbed nearly to the top of the 
was far, a half franc was not much in~ 197 ecampanile, that he had made no ar- 
American money, the scene was beautiful. rangements for the return trip, and then 

Then something happened,—the college in the presence of the superb view, lagoons, 
man had an idea. He would introduce’ canals, the Alps, the Adriatic, it was soon 
competition. He would get another gon- forgotten. On the way down, however, he 
dolier to bid against his stubborn com- remembered it; remembered in addition 
panion, and thus snatch victory from that he was on an island, hardly a point 
defeat, for he did want to climb that of vantage under the circumstances. What 
tower, and now. Alas, for theorv! Gon- would he be obliged to pay ?—if, indced. 
dolas by the dozen were idle, but to arouse he’d find anyone to hire. As if to mock 
the interest of a gondolier in the proposed him the offer of the Italian now recurred 
trip across the bay was simply impcssible. with rythmical persistence as he descended 
Nor did a single man of them, born and __ step by step: “over-back one franc; over- 
bred in the place, know where the ferry- back, one franc.” 
men were supposed to be found. The The gondolier, all smiles, was waiting 
gondolier laughed. It was a most ignomi- at the steps of San Giorgio. There were 
nious defeat, and the idea retreated in dis- others, also, all claiming to be engaged, 

order. So did the college man, though it however, even if there wasn’t another soul 

is to be hoped his confusion was not ap- insight. So the college man agreed to pay 

parent, as there were many eyes to see. the franc and a half demanded, but hardly 

Where one rounds the Doges Palace with the cheerfulness the Lord is said to 

into the piazza, he heard some one say: love in a giver. The law of association, 

“San Giorgio, Signore, twenty-five cen- as the psychologists term the underlying 

tesimi.” principle of memory, had had far from a 

“You will take me over for twenty-five perfect record in the college man’s past, 

centesimi ?” but on this occasion it seemed in good 

“Ci, Signore.” working order. And it must be added 

As they rocked out into the beautiful that it did its work in bad spirit: for of 

lagoon the college man wondered how the all the thoughts which had flitted across 

gondolier felt. “Who laughs last, laughs his brain on the way over, one was persist- 

best,” he thought to himself. And he was ently pushed into the foreground: “Who 

particularly pleased because he could now laughs last, laughs best.” 

look himself in the face again. That very They were nearing the piazzetta again 

morning he had paid ten francs for an when, all at once, the gondolier stopped. 

article which he knew, (just a moment “Signore,” he said in a voice charged with 

too late), he might have had for five, if emotion, ‘“meon!” Over the end of Riva 

not for less, and this in face of the fact degli Schiavoni the moon was rising big 

that his Baedeker clearly advised bargain- and yellow in a sky of pale old rose, while 

ing in Italy. The episode had, so to speak, the whote scene took on a color which baf- 

 Jaughed at him all day, and it was this fles the pen as it does the brush.
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The silence was broken by the gondolier. | scene—the sun just down on the one side, 
“Me travel far,’ he said) as he gently the moon rising on the other, Venice be- 
dropped his big oar into the water againm— = tween—which made the college man feel 
“*Ingland, Switz’land, *Merica—no moon that underneath externals so different he 

like him.” and this son of Italy had something in 
There was something in the way he said common, and when the fare was paid it 

it, something, too, in the witchery of the — was without bitterness. 

A POET AT THIRTEEN 

T. R. H. 

B= m2 ENRY Wadsworth Long- all a oe a Cons year—the 
5 $Y fellow wrote “The Battle poc »G enn ard res pach, ormet edi- 
a H 4 of Lovell’s Pond.” at the tor of this magazine. Dresbach was born 

CZ KN age of thirteen. William 
aed Cullen Bryant translated 

Re Ph eS) Horace at the age of 

twelve, and_ still stands : 
pre-eminent as a juvenile poet. John ; 
Greenleaf Whittier, at the age of eighteen, b 
sent “The Exile’s Departure” to William ; : 
Lloyd Garrison, editor of the Free Press, 

and thereby received his first encourage- i“ 
ment in the poetic realms. James Russell 
Lowell edited the “Harvardiana,” and 
may haye inserted some poems, but at the < i 
age of twenty, his class peem was the first ca 
to be published. In dallying with verse e 
in their early years, these men laid the 
foundation for higher things. “The Bat- 
tle of Lovell’s Pond” proved a worthy suc- es 
cessor to “Evangeline.” The translations 

in verse of Horace odes made possible the 
immortal fame of “Thanatopsis.” “The 
Exile’s Departure,” developed the master 
singer whose description of scenery in the Glenn Ward Dresbach at Thirteen 
“Bridal of Pennacook” cannot be sur- 
passed in plainness and grace. on a farm four miles from Lanark, Il., 

We look back with profound admiration in 1889. His early boyhood was spent on 

upon these young geniuses and probably the farm, where he roamed about the 

with that we might have attended Har- fields, learning the subtle language of 

yard with Lowell, or Bowdoin with Long- nature. He hunted, trapped, read a great 
fellow, or the University of Virginia with deal, but was no bookworm. He wrote 

Poe, or Williams College with Bryant. his book while under the spell of green 

Still, we had in our midst for three fields and streams. Two hundred and 

years, a poet who published, at the age of — fifty copies were published. 

thirteen, a volume of ninety-eight poems, Characteristic of him are the following
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two verses in the poem entitled “My Awake!” It is really a wonderful expres- 
Gaze,” which appears in his first volume: sion of a youth’s appreciation for nature. 
“T look across the river dark The most beautiful stanzas follow: 

With dashing waves so wild, “The streams that lay in dusky repose 
And in it wanders through the surf, Through the long, lone hours of night, 

A boy, but not a child. Now laugh in the lustre which the sun- 
; . beam throws, 

As he we through the waves of the river And ripple in rosy light, 

arn, . And the hills that loamed like shadowy 
He makes rhymes of his own— host . 

And as he battles bravely, cons SSIS Th ‘er in loving done.” A clearer outline take, 
em oer im foving tone. White sails glimmer along the coast, 

While his lyrics have the lightness ex- Awake, sweet daisies, awake! 
pected in a boy of thirteen, his serious  ,, . ep 
peems equal the reflections of many older Te ho ans eo es a blue 
heads. His “Elegy on the Grave,” a poem 4 a ° hathed ue above, 
of twenty verses, while not in perfect ~ "A Toses Dathe f be. moming Gew 
meter, exhibits profound reflections of a A 4 the ily st od ane ove. 
mind capable of understanding the seri- “2° ‘ie “Ny stooped to Kiss 
ousness of life. Its shadow in the lake, 

O, ne’er was a morn more lovely than this, 
“Quiet and sad are the grave’s dark depths Awake, sweet daisies, awake !” 

where someone’s friend is lain, ; 
Wrapt in a shroud of death’s dark land, or Since these youthful ventures, Dresbach 

in the flag of the slain, has written poems for the Pacific Monthly, 

Beneath the ivy and climbing flowers some the Smart Set, and other national maga- 
noble heart may sleeping lay, zines. He is now about to publish his 

And know not when came night’s dark second volume of poems which will repre- 
hours, or sunshine of the happy day.” sent his more mature efforts. His develop- 

cme? ment in poetic fields will be watched with 
In “Our Season’s,” he concludes : great interest by all who know him. Par- 

“Death is the latest season ticularly will his Wisconsin friends keep 
For ’tis the winter of our life: informed on his progress, for he seems 

When time’s bleak passage endeth to be following in the trail of Wis- 
“ ) : “eo 99 consin’s late generation of literary lights, . 

But time ne’er endeth strife. Zona Gale, Berton Braly, Horatio Wins- 
Prettiest of all do we regard “Daisies, low, and many others. 

LOVE 
Roger Dod Wolcott 

Through ages past the sages strove 
To tell dull mortals what is love; 
And still our wise men vainly try 
To solve this riddle eer they die. 
Their fruitless labour seems to me 
But Wisdom’s folly; what care we 
For Love in barren words defined? 
Love’s of the heart, not of the mind! 
For me there’s but one answer true,— 
Which is, Sweetheart, that Love is you.
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THE MATTER WITH US 

CH OR several days after the ute that the team was capable of wiping 
Ui Chicago - Wisconsin game the earth with Stagg’s pupils. Great 
aR EF the Hill buzzed with dis- plans were made for celebrating the vic- 
Vy cussion of our unexpected tory by which Wisconsin was to come at 
EEG: defeat. Everybody was last into its own. And then everybody 
(kee )| asking what was the mat- settled comfortably down to wait for the 

ter with the team; were team to bring home the scalps of the Ma- 
they overtrained; were they out-played; roons. 
out-guessed or out-brained? What could Except for the more mercenary who 
have happened to upset the “dope” which hustled around to place their money on 
predicted an easy victory over the team Wisconsin at 3 to 1, the student body © 
which had been whipped by Minnesota, acted as though the season had come to a 
30 to 0? Many answers were given to close with the Minnescta game. The team 
these questions and many explanations was left to practice the last week without 
were offered to account for the disappoint- a solitary cheer from the side lines. The _ 
ing score. But it was pretty generally mid-week mass meeting brought out but a 
agreed that the real cause of the disaster mere handful of rooters who were content 
was overconfidence. Overconfidence not to sit quietly in their seats while the 
only in the team and in the coaching staff, speakers lauded the team and predicted 
but in the whole student body. And with an enormous score against Chicago. The 
this explanation the discussion ended. team sat upon the platform and gazed 

A more curious and more loyally inter- out upon scores of empty chairs, and won- 
ested person might inquire, “What have dered at the fickleness of student senti- 
we to blame for this overconfidence?” If ment which but a week before had been 
he could get a true and definite answer to responsible for one of the most successful 
his question he would know why it is that mass meetings held at Wisconsin. The 
Wisconsin has been defeated by Chicago team had been inspired by that mass’ 
not only this year but in many previous meeting. The fiery words of heroes of 
years and ‘why Wisconsin has been de- past generations had given them courage 
feated by many other teams in other to go out and fight the greatest fight of 
branches of athletics. their careers against Minnesota. They 
‘When the football season opened this had done their part nobly and well and 

fall everybody saw visions of a champion- this was their reward. | 
ship team. Material was more plentiful Coach Richards was so disgusted that 
and more capable than for years. The he refused to take a seat upon the plat- 
first games on the schedule were won with form or to respond when called on for a 
such ridiculous ease that Wisconsin was speach. Then the next morning when the 
conceded to have one of the strongest team left for Chicago there were less than 
teams in the Conference. That fact was a dozen men at the station to bid them 
proven when Minnesota was. held to a tie “God speed.” One of the players bitterly 
in a game in which Wisconsin had the remarked, “This university doesn’t de- _ 
better of the argument in every depart- serve to have a good team for they don’t 
ment. The student body hailed the team appreciate one when they get it.” He ex- 
as one of the greatest that ever repre- pressed what was in the heart of nearly 
sented the institution. They congratu- every man in the car. Then when they 
lated them as Western Champions and got back home they were greeted with 
predicted victory over Chicago by a de- questions and criticisms which belittled 
cisive score. No one doubted for a min- their whole season’s efforts. A week later
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when there was advertised a smoker which but in actions. It may be that at times 
was to be the tribute of the students to the policies of the department will not be 
the team and at which the “W” certifi- clearly understood by the majority of stu- 
cates were to be awarded, less than three dents. This fall Coach Richards carried 
hundred men turned out. A magnificent out ideas which were radically different 
tribute! Had the game with Chicago re- from any before seen at Wisconsin. Men 
sulted in a decisive victory it would have were shifted from one place in the line up 
probably been necessary to hold this gath- to another without regard to the positions 
ering in the gymnasium in order to ac- they had previously played. Many fol- 
eommodate the hundreds of students who lowers of the team wondered at this and 
would have come to honor their champion- doubted the wisdom of the changes. It 
ship team. A winning team is always cer- has become quite the custom of late years 
tain of an enthusiastic following, but a for men to doubt the wisdom of most all 
team that emerges from a brilliant sea- the policies of the athletic department. 
son with one unfortunate defeat to its The attitude seems to be that the coaches 
credit is doomed to endure the disapproval don’t know what they are talking about 
of a fickle minded student body. and that the opinions of those who sit on 

Owen Johnson, in his remarkable story, the bleachers and study the art of football 
“Stover at Yale,” now running as a serial second-hand should be given more weight 
in MecClure’s, gives a splendid glimpse of than the men who have made a. consider- 
the undergraduate athletic attitude at able study of the game. All the early 
Yale. After a game in which a light Yale games this year were won with ridiculous 
team had gone down to defeat fighting ease. They were in the nature of try-outs 
gloriously against a much heavier and for the men on the squad, and it was 
more skilled Harvard eleven, the Yale necessary that every man be given a 
coach says to the players as they are about chance to demonstrate what he might be 
to leave the training quarters, “Remem- expected to do later on in the season. In 
ber, men, Yale takes her medicine!” Vic- each game the players, especially the quar- 
tory is a minor consideration at Yale. terback, were given specific instructions 
They take pride in the good, clean fight as to what kind of plays to use. The idea 
their team puts up rather than in the was not to run up a large score by un- 
number of points they are able to register corking the whole bottle of good plays, 

against their opponents during a season. but to use only those which would give 
Does Wisconsin always take her medi- the best training for the team. The 

cine? Isn’t victory dearer to the heart of bleachers failed to sympathize with this 
most Wisconsin students than the satis- policy in nearly every game. They howled 
faction of being represented by a team of for a piling up of the score and were 
men who give the best they have for their peeved because their wishes were not grat- 
university and who put up a game fight ified. They were not content with win- 
under the .most unfavorable circum- ning from Northwestern 28 to 3, for all 
stances ? during the game there was a constant 

The success or failure of a nation de- clamor for a score of 50 points. They 
pends not only upon the men who are _ protested when some of the better players 

_chesen to make its laws and administer its were removed to give some of the more 
affairs but upon the great mass of voters uncertain material a chance to prove its 
whose servants these legislators and ex- worth. Even after the Minnesota game 
ecutors are. Just so with the athletic there were heard expressions of dissatis- 
policy of this university. To attain a po- faction because certain plays had not been 
sition of leadership in intercollegiate ath- used at critical moments. So long as the 
letic contests it is not only necessary that student body continues to remain out of 
the athletic department at Wisconsin con- sympathy with the powers which are di- 
tain capable men as coaches and execu-. recting the athletics of this institution no 
tives, bit that the student body back these Wisconsin team will ever accomplish all 
men up heart and soul, not only in spirit that it is capable of accomplishing.
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Strict adherence to a definite policy is the team. Every single student co-oper- 

essential to the success of any movement. ates with the coaches and the captain to 

There must be unity or there can be no provide a large squad. A candidate for 

strength. At Yale, as shown in “Stover the team is made to feel that his efforts 

at Yale,” the whole institution stands be- are appreciated by his fellow students. 

hind the captain of the team no matter He is not only cheered from the side lines 

how little they may agree with his policy. at practice, but as he moves about the 

He is the man they select to pilot their campus and in the class room he is en- 

team and they do not interfere in the least couraged with pats on the back and quer- 

with his methcds of piloting. A man who _ ies as to his progress. A man who would 

ventures a contrary opinion takes his life quit the squad because he felt he had no 

‘n his hands. How unlike the situation chance to make the team would be os- 

here. The captain of the Wisconsin eleven tracised. It is easy to see how this would 

is not above criticism at the hands of the tend to raise the standard of athletics in 

lowlicst freshman. Many captains of late any institution. 

years have been blamed for the failure of The man of mediocre ability who gets 

their team to score at critical moments in out and plugs for two or three years to 

hig games. Their word has never carried make the varsity is given very little en- 

with it the weight of authority that makes couragement. Only last year a man was 

captains of big eastern teams such a fac- given the varsity “Ww” in football for 

ior in the life of their institutions. Many faithful service extending over his entire 

of them have even been known to com- four years in the university. He had played 

ment unfavorably on the policies of the on the scrubs all that time, never for a 

coaches and of the department, and to minute thinking of turning in his suit be- 

permit the men on the team to grumble cause he saw that he would never earn a 

and complain when night practice in the regular berth on the varsity. Instead of 

gvm interfered with their scholastic work. honoring that man as a true example of 

When thirty-five men reported for prac- Wisconsin spirit, many students laughed 

tice the first night this fall the whole uni- at his persistent efforts and pitied him for 

versity congratulated itself on the wealth his lack of brilliancy on the field. It was 

of material. A few weeks later when only when the athletic board had placed 

Coach Richards remarked upon this at a upon him their seal of approval and when 

mass meeting and said that there was no later he proved to be one of the most con- 

excuse for a smaller squad than one hun- sistent point winners on the track team, 

dred men, many students blamed him for that the student body awoke to an appre- 

being pessimistic. Small squads from ciation of what that man had done for 

which to pick a varsity eleven have become Wisconsin. There are many more such 

so common at Wisconsin that they are men who come out for athletic teams in 

taken as a matter cf course and the stu- their freshman and sophomore years, but 

dents do not realize that they themselves they become discouraged and drop out be- 

are to blame for such a shameful con- cause they are not made to feel that they 

dition. are wanted and that they have a chance 

Just as Coach Richards said, there are for some reward. If the Daily Cardinal 

hundreds of men in this university big would give these men a little notice and 

enough and brainy enough and nervy devote less space to the performances of 

enough to play football better than many the stars on the team they would be doing 

of the men now on the squad. Why don’t a very patrictic thing for athletics. 

they get out? Simply because the stu- The varsity “W” is a coveted emblem, 

dent sentiment doesn’t drive them out or not because it carries with it an eight dol- 

wouldn’t encourage them if they did get lar sweater and a pretty certificate, but 

out. In many universities a man of any because of the significance which is given 

athletic ability, or even one who looks to it by the student body. It would be 

like a possibility, is made to feel that he is valueless and unsought after if thte stu- 

shirking his duty unless he gets out for dent body did not look up to it as a mark
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of distinction gained by meritorious work. which was directly responsible for much 
The harder it is to win a “W,” the more of the wealth of material for the eleven 
will it be appreciated. But those who this fall. That movement must not be 
work conscientiously and faithfully are permitted to die out. Upperclassmen 
entitled to some reward even if they do should feel it their duty and responsibility 
not merit a “W.” ‘To them is given a _ to discourage by any means in their power 
‘W. A. A.” For the last few years very any loafing tendencies in any athlete and 
few cf these emblems have been seen to help those who find difficulties with 
around the campus. Men who have won hard courses. A conned athlete should 
them have been ashamed to wear them be given no sympathy. 
because they have been regarded not as Players are quick to detect when stu- 
rewards of merit, but as evidences of dent support is not accorded them. They 
failure to win the greatest honor. It has are hurt by poor attendance at mass meet- 
been much the same with class numerals. ings and smokers at which they are sup- 
The student body has been so narrow in _ posedly the guests of honor. Slim crowds 
their views and so stingy in their expres- at games is an indication to them that the 
sions of appreciation that none but the student body is not interested in what 
stars have felt that their work for the they are doing for their alma mater and 
teams has been noticed and approved of. they feel less like doing it. They are im- 

Ever since the great upheaval in Con-  mensely flattered, too, by any encourage- 
ference athletics in 1905, Wisconsin has ment from even short course students. 
blamed most of her defeats on the an- They will play harder for people they can 
tagonism of the faculty to athletics. count on for support in time of defeat 
When an athlete has been conned, the than for those who want victory above 
student body has been prone to regard all else. 

him as a martyr to the cause. Instead After all the teams at Wisconsin do not 
of inquiring into the nature of the case play for what each individual member 

to see whether or not by some chance me gets out of it in the way of personal glory 
athlete might have been neglecting his. ¢, material gain. They play as repre- 
ror phe conclsion fas been a “ sentatives of the institution defending the 

more fair and beneficial attitude would honor of the Sudent oe east all 
be one which would brand as disloyal and Comers. And if the student body cares 
undesirable any athlete who neglected his so little for its honor that it neglects and 

work so as to merit discipline at the hands fails to appreciate the men who guard it 
of the faculty. Keg Driver and Bruce for them, are they not deserving of seeing 
Bradley started a movement last spring it trampled in the dust? 

~ DAYDREAMLAND 
| Roger Dod Wolcott 

Many leagues to the South lies the island of Half hidden by palms, the meandering lanes 
ove ll wind down to Dreamland’s maze, 

With tts beautiful valley of Dreams; Where the weary and care-worn wand’rer 
Mysterious stars shine down from above, attains, 

. and the breeze softly. sighing, rough. the opiate perfume 
ow swelling, now Gatemg, poppies re oom, 

Scarce ripples the Lethean streams. To the pleasures of younger days. | 

. yes isle of Tilusion, this Fountain of Youth all jworry and care and earthly conceit 
is Beauty's. a easure’s domain; ach mortal must banish awhile; 

_. For in all their glory doth lie here forsooth, ~~ And oh the delight of this blessed retreat 
Their turret spires gleaming, . Whete they frolic and play, 

an: Won. ~TECMing, ° VIVINE SOTTO AWAY ,— 

All of Hope’s fondest Castles-in-Spain, Then return to the earth with a smile.
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= THE VOICE OF THE LIGHTNING 

aa Edward C. Quick 

yi i HEY sat among charge into the transformer. It’s made 
|, Hs) fh BAyN|| the black, corrod- to stand it, and I think it would. There 
| Vif, Rh Pee ed tanks and_ ought to be a little more platinum in it— 
aL Ye Uy) yy) planned their fu- but you know I couldn’t get it. If I only 

i LLL Zz ey | ture. Above them ‘ared try—look !” 
eee stood the great She ran to his side and looked out. 

eee —)| chemical trans- Close upon them was a great, swirling, 
F pear ei] former that was blue-black cloud, tapering at its base into 

| rears! to store up the @ writhing spiral that swept the earth. 
a lightning for him, ‘Straight toward them it came, its billow- 
E: It had made him ing top ablaze with lightning. “A tor- 

master of the storm; it would make him nado le she exclaimed. ' : ; 
master of the world. And high up on Look,” he cried, “at that lightning! 

‘slender masts hung the meshed aerial, a Isn't it tremendous? Tm going to try 
tangle of rods and wires—the brush that the transformer!” 
‘was to sweep the lightning from the He ran to the switchboard and pulled 

clouds. A summer storm was piling the @ long lever, tipped with glass. High up 
western horizon with bluish black, cut im the throbbing aerial a heavy knife 
"now and then by a stab of light. As the Switch slid out of its groove in the ground 
_ sky darkened, the clouds came up in a rod and settled into place in the cable 

_ long, sweeping bow, little brownish wisps that led to the transformer. Down in the 
: curling and twisting at its edge. The laboratory the man waited, his hand on 

_ high aerial began to hum with a long, the lever, while the girl watched the on- 
throbbing eerie note, and the girl in the coming vortex of cloud and rain and fire, 

laboratory at its foot sat closer to the ®nd shuddered as she felt the grip of the 

man, looking up at him with wonder, al- gale on the building and the swaying 
most with fear. That this man, who had 2erial. The lightning blinded her; the 

conquered the elements, and played with thunder crashed like a wierd cannonade. 
the leaping lightning, could have one Nearer—nearer—and suddenly the room 

thought for her—it seemed incredible. amd the storm and the whole world van- 
_ And yet she felt the pressure of his arm, ished in hissing, blinding flame. 
“and heard him speaking to her. “It’s a 
all yours,” he was saying; “all for you, 
‘Darling, what would it all amount to Fare AR out on the 
Without you?” We Wg) lonely prairie 
__ The rain beat on the windows, and the | { f| stood a little rail- 
building shook in the wind. Thunder | A eae ee sur- 
ame in quick, sharp peals. Lightning (9 } Cae al q| rounded by a few 
‘played in ne etvore ds wires overhead: cu pee J ee scattered build- 
and the big batteries hissed and sputtered | aga a Senge ings. At the tele- 
With the tension. At each flash their ter-  |Exg pee eraph key in the 
Minals blazed with points of blue-green- eee! halt-lit office sat a 
light, and the overflow from the arrester girl. Her features 
leaped in dazzling flame down the ground were clean-cut and 
Tod outside. The man watched it and youthful, but on one cheek was a deep red 
frowned. “TI wish,” he said, “that I could scar, like the burn of some corrosive liquid. 

ut out the arrester and run the whole Her hair was streaked with gray, and her
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‘eyes seemed always afraid. She was swered. Then, while the lightning blazed 
‘watching a summer storm rise into the and the thunder crashed outside, she heard 

gray sky, just as it had risen that day in fast, clear Morse the words, “Darling— 

when she had pratened for her lovers darting last I can speak to yo Tve 

ream to come true. e sat there dully waited so long—and now—now I am mas- 

and remembered it all; his attitude; the ter of the lightning.” 

glint of the glass-tipped lever in his hand; The girl sat tensely over the instrument, 

the stunning shock; and how, when she gripping the key. Outside the lightning 

had awakeried in the street by the burning blazed and the thunder crashed like a 

wreck of the laboratory, with the curious wierd cannonade. “Dearie,’ came in 

crowd about her, she had looked over and sharp stacatto from the sounder, “Do you 

seen a doctor pick from the blackened face still love me?” 

of the man she had loved a splash of metal Her hand moved on the key, and the lit- 

that had fallen there from the melted tle man-made dynamos feebly answered 

aerial, and how bits of charred flesh had “Yes.” 

come away with it. She shivered and Then the lightning blazed again, and | 

shrank from the wind that was beginning the voice from the storm went out. “Ah, 

to whistle through the cracks in the flimsy I’ve known it all this time; I’ve wanted 

— station. — to be with you—every minute, dearie. 

The click of the sounder roused her How empty everything seemed! But I 

pom her thoughts. | It was ony an groer have the power news all the power of me 

or a station away down the line, and she storm. e lightning is mine—mine to 

sank back again. Through the dingy win- use as I wish. Dearie—you do not love 

dow she watched the brilliant play of the that man who would make you his wife— 

lightning. Once she had loved it; now it Iknowit. He is coming to you now. His 

allured her with a strange, uncanny fas- train must cross a trestle. I can touch 

cination. The dimly-lit office seemed fad- that trestle with my lightning, and crack 

ing away 3 she saw nothing hearg pow it ine burning splinters a aw it? 

ut the storm outside. She tried to fig Shall I send him to a crashing death: 

it off, for she knew what might happen if “No, it is not necessary. You are my 

she yielded. Once she had missed an order own; I can bring you to me. Look at the 

and let a train go by, and only by the mer- storm. See what power I have!” 

est chance had it been.saved from wreck. She looked out and saw sweeping across 

So she sat with her hand on the key, try- the level prairie a low, swirling, black 

ing fo think of er work. clicked weak cloud, the vortex ote tornado. as tap- 

ounder trembled and clicked weak- ering base swept the earth; its top was 

ly. She scarcely noticed it. Suddenly the ablaze with lightning. “Darling,” came 
. lightning flashed sharply, three times in from the sounder, “I want you—I want 

| quick succession, and with each flash came yo, with me forever ” Then the single 
a sharp, decisive click from the instru- © 1 « 19 " © 

ment. “S,” her call! She started up, wom? Come! ; 
: wondering. Was it only a trick of the The thunder roared out in a sudden, 

lightning, or was someone calling her? tremendous crash; out of the key hissed 

He would surely repeat the call. Again 4 sheet of blue-green, blinding flame; and 

the lightning flashed, and again came the the girl’s lifeless head fell forward over 

inmmpetious clicks. Mechanically she an- her blackened fingers.
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Reading from left to right, top row—Utto A. Reinking, '12; Arthur R. Oates, 13; Henry V. Lacy, Grad.; Manville F, Hendricskon, 13; Elbert C. Stevens, '12; Robert D. Hughes, 13; Henry G. Arnsdorf, '12; 
C. C. Chambers, 13; John J. Willaman, '12; T. R. Hoyer, '12; Louis E. Schreiber, ’14. 

Bottom row—Herbert R. Sweetman, ‘13; John L. Childs, '11, Assistant Secretary; Clarence R. Cleveland, 
‘12; Frank H. West, Secretary; C. Hoffmann. 

yeas HIRTY Wisconsin men, the dress meetings held every Sunday after- 
EE by retiring general 7 0 id- i E& Py retiring general secretary, noon at four o’clock. Mid-week meetings, 
a | ¢ Mr. Jorgensen, and his suc- held Thursdays from 6:45 to 7:30, are 
C4 RN cessor, Mr. West, encamped conducted by faculty men. 
EIB at Lake Geneva last June The mission department, having a mem- 

Rob PR eae) in a company of nearly five bership of twenty-one volunteers, five of 
hundred men from over whom are women students, meets weekly 

one hundred different colleges and univer- for discussion of the problems confronting 
sities in all parts of the middle west, form- the foreign missionary, and is frequently 
ulated plans for the year’s work in the addressed by persons having had practical 
Young Men’s Christian Association. experience in the foreign field. 

Most of the men present were cabinet The boys’ work committee has been in- 
members, and when the semester opened strumental in securing the use of several 
each department of the association had a of the Madison school houses, and besides 
carefully worked-out plan ready to ma-_ its work among the boys in the Boy Scout 
terialize. The membership campaign, movement, is organizing classes for those 
conducted during the second week of of high school age. 
school under a new plan making the The deputation committee is in receipt 
amount of dues optional, resulted in over of several invitations from nearby towns 
eight hundred new members for the As- for speakers and leaders. Seven out-of- 
sociation. Following the work of the mem- town places have thus far had speakers 
bership committee, came a carefully con- from the Association, and the work prom- 
ducted Bible-study campaign, resulting in ises to be more extensive than has ever 
the organization of thirty-four classes with before been attempted. 
an. average attendance of three hundred Places on association committees are 
and fifty. Several fraternity classes have filled in a manner similar to that of any 
also been organized, as well as a class for other college organization, upon the merit 
faculty men and one each for the Chinese basis. Leaders in other activities consider 
and Japanese students. this work worthy of their attention and 

The committee on religious meetings has seek these offices, not only at Wisconsin, 
secured such men as Lyman Abbott, E. T. but at Michigan, Minnesota, Illinois and 
Colton, C. K. Ober, E. A. Ross, Presidents at other universities. And it is in this way 
Hadley of Yale, Vincent of Minnesota, that the Association has come to occupy its 
McConnell of DePau, Dr. Henry Van _ position foremost among the activities of 
Dyke and others of a similar type, to ad- the busy college man.
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STUDENT DAYS—Concluded 

By a Member of the Faculty 

Tif. 

: Giyeeeiss] HE summer after my grad- spiritual gains. Coming from another 

yA 6) uation from Seaport, I re- and, in a way, inferior institution, I had 

fou ‘T ( newed acquaintance with to take an additional course to make the 

5G on sh) an aged gentleman, once a M.A. ina year. When the opportunity come 

aie aN oy) famous New York dentist, to teach nine hours a week at Seaport, my 

Res) who always passed the old professor of Latin and the Dean told me 

warm season under the it should be a choice between my degree 

Wilton elms. During the thirteen years and the instructorship. I chose the latter, 

of his blindness he had memorized many but at the end of the year, making sure 

of the longer masterpieces of English that they were satisfied with the work, T 

poetry, among them, Shakespeare’s Son- showed them my master’s sheep-skin, and 

nets entire, upon which he was writing a they did not bear down on me. But it 

book that interested me. He listened, the had cost me, class work and teaching in- 

good man, to my recitations from the New cluded, often eighteen hours of ine*ssant 

Poetry; asked what were my immediate intellectual activity a day, for I was 

plans and prospects, and offered me a forced to study both at meal time and on 

home with himself and his wife for a year my walks to and from Seaport. Though 

at Oxbridge. I had room and board with losing ten pounds, I suffered no physical 

these kindly people free, for the casual harm; with the happiness and hopes of 

reading and walking with that sturdy old youth one can stand a good deal. But, as 

hero and scholar was after all more of a I said, the mental results were disappoint- 

service to myself than to him. But I felt ing. I had to cram; I made few student 

keenly my dependence, especially as the acquaintances; I knew my professors, with 
motherly wife did some looking after me. one glorious exception, the great psycholo- 

She pointed out that I had never used the gist just dead, scarcely at all. My sub- 

bathroom, and drew a horrid inference jects were English, Latin, and philosophy, 

from the fact. This is but one of the in- and I was beginning to worry because I 
justices that have always followed me, for did not know to which I wanted ulti- 
I was taking at least three shower baths mately to dedicate myself. The work was 
a week at the Oxbridge gymnasium. And piled on too heavily; I got no time for 
I dared not smoke in the house, and win- outside reading, save that which was of- 
ter evenings, when it was too cold for com- _ficially assigned in such remorseless quanti- 
fort behind the woodshed or on the cam-_ ties. On the whole, I prefer still the sim- 
pus, I would take a few puffs with my pler and freer life of Seaport. Further- 
head out of the bedroom window—only to more, I rebelled at the policing of the ex- 
be called to account the next day, for the aminations. At Seaport there had been 
dear lady had a keen nose. With the no supervision, and not even an “Honor 
remnants of my ancestral estate I paid System.” It was simply a school tradi- 
my tuition. A little tutoring and my tion that the cheater was a scamp, who 
semester of teaching at Seaport across was by the nature of things eliminated. 
the river kept me in clothes, books and Possibly the best thing that I took away 

| such few cigarettes as I got a chance to from Oxbridge was an incipient suspicion 
| smoke. that I had competitors in the intellectual 

The academic life that year was too world. I had had it too much my own 
| strenuous for the best intellectual and way in the smaller circles of Seaport, but
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here nobody paid any attention to me, the town, feeling that the day’s work had 
either students or teachers. My classroom really begun only when in afternoon or 
wisdom was frequently repudiated with evening I was free for my own studies. 
callous expedition by the instructor, and The time had come when the passion for 
my poems were once rejected by the editor learning was conflicting with the other de- 
of the Literary Magazine, himself a mere mands of life. But without business 
Junior ! sagacity or social unselfishness, I had 

But now I was face to face with the im- taken a position primarily neither for sal- 
pertinence of the social order. I intended ary nor for service, but chiefly as a tem- 
to go on some time to the Ph.D. (symbols porary means of support in a quiet place 
to me then of more mystery than now, for private intellectual enterprises. It 
considerably) ; but in the meantime, I had was only after becoming identified with a 
to make a living. I joined that institu- university that I felt with power that co- 
tion for fleecing the simple-minded known ordination between study and teaching, 
as a Teacher’s Agency. For six weeks, I between learning and helping, . which 
hung around the fraternity rooms of Sea- makes each so much more worth while. 
port University, with an old chum, who, Littleplace is a blur in my memory; the 
equally impoverished, was earning three only vivid recollection being my first 
dollars a week, as usher in the second bal- landlady, who drove me forever out of the 
cony of a local theatre. We lived on grape- house, the fat termagant, with a carving 
nuts, and kept up our spirits by the mis- knife. I had remonstrated with her for 
cellaneous use of our respective talents— screaming up the stairs, “Ida, Ida,” every 
he drawing cartoons on my plight, I morning at five o’clock, whereupon she 
satirizing his in verse. At last after said that she guessed she had the right in 
many interviews at the agency with her own house to wake her own daughter, 
manv school superintendents, I accepted and that I wasn’t a very common sort of 
the first offer that was made, and went person. I ventured the suggestion that | 
up for the rest of the summer to perhaps she was. It pains me to record 
the foothills of the White Mountains, the episode, for a scholar should always be 
living with my sister and some jolly genteel. 
girl friends of high school days at a Meantime Seaport had appointed me 
picturesque farm-house for four dollars University Fellow for foreign study, and, 
per week. Here came to me an experience after another two months in the splendid 
more intense than any in life before: the mountains, I was off across the sea, bound 
revelation of the eternity, the silence, and bv way of England for Germany. Of the 
the majesty of mountains. The exalta- (to me) marvellous times that followed I 
tion breught with it, however, its discom- will speak here very briefly. Borrowing a 
fort: the mountains became forthwith my little to add to Fellowship money and sav- 
subject for verse, and yet they rebuked ings from salary, I managed on $1,000 or 
in their grandeur the pettiness of my so to stay two years, as a traveler, and as a 
scribblings. I sometimes think that the student at two German universities, with 

| poetizer is the one individual incapable a long summer’s study of French liter- 
7 of enjoying nature with his whole soul— ature at Geneva. I had adventures 
| he alwavs has a professional eye on the enough, owing especially to my small 

subject matter and is usually disgruntled means, which for the good of my soul kept 
at his efforts to do it justice. me in third and fourth class boats and 

My year of teaching at Littleplace, a trains, close to the aboriginees. The 
small farming and manufacturing town scholar of small means can not be a snob, 

in Massachusetts, I reckon as further even an intellectual snob, if he wants any 

graduate work. For, although I enjoyed comfort at all. I enjoyed mixing with the 

the teaching itself (Latin, English, and— folk; but this too had, if you will, the in- 
astronomy) and tried to do my duty by _ tellectual taint; by which I mean that the 
the young people, I did not put my whole spontaneous fun of being with all sorts of 

self into the school, and kept aloof from people had been supplemented by an in-
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terest in studying them and the satisfac- at Vassar. Six months among the people, 

tion of broadening the intellectual horizon. in lecture-halls, parlors, streets, and shops, 

I traveled during the vacations. When and among the German books in my study 

my funds were nearing the bottom, I had had made me—as they would make any- 

to make a choice between taking the Ph.D. one—far more intimately acquainted with 

examination (the one item of big expense the literature and far more ready with 

at a German university) and a visit to the spoken word that she was. I say I 

Rome. For my practical future as a failed sufficiently to specialize, as my fel- 

teacher, the former would have been ad- low Americans were specializing. Ana- 

visable; but the lure of the Eternal City lysing, however, in retrospect, 1 suppose 

was too strong. my intellectual quest in Germany was 

As a German university student, I had chiefly for the facts and principles of art 

originally intended to specialize in the (especially poetry), of linguistic science 

classics. An excellent opening was await- (especially Germanic and English philol- 

ing me in Seaport University, but after a ogy), and of philosphy (especially Ger- 

semester I shifted, a fatuous idealist per- man systems of idealism). That I didn’t 

haps, with no thought of the academic op- altogether succeed is obvious. 

portunity I was throwing away, to another Every one knows that a German uni- 

field, having become convinced in the versity has no roll calls, no examinations 
presence of mightier scholars than I had (except the three hour oral for the Doc- 

ever seen before that in the classics I was torate), and no recitations. It is a king- 

a mediocrity, and that in the other field dom of lectures and seminaries. The stu- 

I could maintain more nearly an intel- dents live about town, and do as they 

lectual self-respect, and more nearly please. ‘To me, these conditions were 
achieve intellectual success. Yet I seemed glorious. Opportunities came to make 

unable to throw myself fully into any warm friendships with professors and stu- 

specialization and envied vastly my more dents, both in and out of the academic 

mature American acquaintances who had halls. The beautiful environs of the 

come over-seas with the definite purpose of two small university towns, the woodsy 

pursuing some technical investigation walks, and the river with its vineyards, 

with some one great authority. But the and ruined castles, the snatches of ro- 

vital atmosphere of a world dedicated mantic songs floating down the road or 
without apology to Thought and Inquiry across the hills, evenings of mirth over the 
for their own sake, as the normal activi- punch bowl, with the “gnaediges Fraeu- 
ties of man at his freest and best, and the ein” chaperoning the young ladies, and 

tremendous achievements of that world— all night sessions in the cafés with bril- 
far beyond anything in my own country— liant young writers or scholars made the 
stimulated me to the point of intoxication long dream richer and more mellow. It 

and confusion. At one time I was even was with a heavy heart that I turned home 
investigating sexual pathology, and at an- in spite of dear ones waiting for me. 

other, prehistoric man, some relics of And. it was with unspeakable homesick- 
‘whom I had discovered when explcring ness for the Rhine that I then set about 
eaves in the Oberpfalz. Peculiarly fas- the business of a Ph.D., now as Fellow 

cinating was the process of learning to of another American university, in a roar- 
speak a new language; it was like the ing Kasterri metropolis. The contrast 

birth within me of a new mind. Looking was too sudden and profound. And I ex- 

forward in college to going to Germany perienced a morbid intellectual nausea, at 

later, I had there put my time intention- the reaction to the business-like super- 

ally on other things than German, di- vision of the academy and the intellectual 

rectly reversing the usual procedure. I superficiality of one or two of my new 

think I was justified. In Goettingen I professors. And I felt aggrieved—l 

once met a young woman, just arrived seemed to be treated like a school boy 

after specializing in German for six years again. I made among the students only
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one enduring friend; yet he proved to be fable and wore a Prince Albert. He 
the friend I had been looking for all my needed a new teacher of German. He 
life, still a companion in head and heart, needed me, he said, but of course, as an 
still a sharer of ideals and disappoint- eleventh hour man, I could not, he pointed 
ments. Among the professors, one be- out, expect the large salary it was his cus- 
came in after years, the most sympathetic tom otherwise to pay. I suggested timidly 
and loyal of my older friends and helpers. that, as I recalled the Biblical allusions, it 
But at this time these potential assets I was precisely the eleventh hour man who 
could not forsee. did get the full pay—and then I accepted 

JI was in the metropolis primarily to him meekly at his own figures. I had to 
write the doctor’s dissertation, my long have a job. <A three months’ nightmare 
graduate studies, in spite of their diver- followed. The university in the metropo- 
sity, having enabled me to absolve most of lis was reminding me that my disserta- 
the requirements as to courses. By the tion must be finished, but there was no 

middle of the winter I had collected a finishing it in that uproar. Besides I was 

promising supply of materials and was still nervously exhausted. A fine butt 

getting over my unhappiness, when oc- for the young demons—sons of United 

curred the first serious set-back in that States senators and New York million- 

intellectual life which good fortune had aires. Doctor Mack, with his eye on his 

thus far permitted me. Man is not alto- patrons, would not stand behind me. I 

gcther intellect and I suddenly found my- left (with his hearty consent) at Christ- 

self the victim of an overwhelming grief mas, narrowly avoiding several suits for 

that shook the foundations of being. For assault and battery—as I had conceived 

the first time in my life I could do no an intense desire to thrash the school bully 

work. Yet here I was, using $650, the and especially the school’s proprietor. 

free gift of an intellectual institute, and This, too, in spite of my long devotion to 

making no return. The dishonesty of it the life of the spirit. This experience, 

appalled me. For four months I marked however, became integrated with my edu- 

time. ‘Then I borrowed money for a cation and training, for it gave me my 

curative visit to my old haunts on the first. opportunity to know at first-hand a 

Rhine. I made my decision only a day scoundrel and a monte bank. But Doctor 

before I sailed, and by a curious coinci- Mack is a story by himeelf. 
dence the ticket assigned me to the same Back to Seaport, where my people were _ 

vessel and the same stateroom that had now living, I fled, without position and 

brought me home. Abroad I collected money, and my academic obligations still 

more materials for the dissertation, and unabsolved. I shut myself up in a back 

discovered that I was stranded. A Ger- chamber of our modest apartment and 

man student friend loaned me without any wrote the whole dissertation in five weeks. 

security the means to pay my passage A half dozen popular articles brought me 

back. I roughed it for fourteen days ona a little cash. Then I got a substitute po- 

huge tub from Hamburg, in company with sition for the rest of the year as German 

three hundred second cabin ballet dancers teacher in the high school of Belvidere- 

and singers who were being shipped to by-the-Sea, where I managed to pull 

America for Wagnerian opera. I landed through. Here I lived in a high cham- 

early in October with no university now to ber whose four windows opened north, 

pay my expenses and no teaching position south and east directly upon the ocean, 

in sight. A pretty conclusion. and I always went to sleep with the 

But my friends of the Teacher’s Agency _ rhythm of the surf in my ears. I had 

had been busy, and I was instructed to crossed the wide sea four times, and seen 

call at Ferrytown on the Hudson where it (remote from the world of cities and 

Doctor Mack, proprietor of a fashionable trees) in storm and peace, at sunrise and 

boys’ school, would like to see me. The moonrise and under the stars, and yet it 

Reverend Doctor Mack was oily and af- had never so spoken to me before. What .
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the mountains had been years ago in New’ that I had few academic backers. I had 
Hampshire, the waters of the great deep not played the game, I had not attached 
became to me now. I wrote many verses. myself as pupil to some influential Ameri- 
And, because, I suppose, I should have can scholar, by whose fiat I might have 
been preparing for the Doctor’s examina- been “placed” forthwith. Furthermore, I 
tion I began reading Spanish, which had had acquired among some good people the 
nothing to do with the degree. reputation of being one of those impracti- 

- The department in the metropolis uni- cal enthusiasts so dangerous to the sober 
versity wrote me concerning the examina- business of our American collegiate sys- 
tion. I had no money to pay for it, or tem. I lost confidence in myself. I was, 
for the trip, nor cculd I get excused from JI feared, an intellectual fool. An ideal 
my teaching. Kind professors offered to universe of the spirit might have a use 
advance me something out of their own for me, even as some leading magazines 
pockets—but this proved to be unneces- of the ideal had found occasional use for 
sary. And one Friday afternoon after my poems; but I had evidently gotten into 
school I took the seven-hour ride to the the wrong world. How in after years the 
metropolis, and the next day, after a compromise between the absorption in the 
sleepless night in the hotel (with a type- intellectual life and the legitimate de- 
writer in action till three A. M. in the mands of the social order was finally 
adjoining room), I came up for examina- somewhat adjusted is another story, and 
tion before some twenty distinguished uni- not to the purpose of these reminiscences. 
versity officials around a long table, at I had reached full manhood and had seen 
the other end of which I took my seat. and read considerably, but had then yet 
That I suffered no perturbation was an ac- to meet some of the greatest teachers of 
cident of the circumstances. I was simply man-—Practical Responsibility, Love, and 
too exhausted and discouraged to care Death, to discover that without these 
what happened. For several hours I an- fundamental experiences even the most 

_ swered such questions as I could,—out of learned must be without the deeper sym- 
politeness and duty, rather than interest. pathy and wisdom of the race. 
The same night I took the train back to Pain and Discouragement, I then 
Belvidere. thought I already knew, but they too were 

I had received my degree. My intel- still reserving their solemn messages for 
lectual life had begun to chrystallize the future. 
around certain problems of literature, lan- This informal story lacks the elements 
guage, and philosophy. But I was heavily both of heroism and of genius that quietly 
in debt, and I realized but too keenly my ennobled the student lives of many of my 
financial and spiritual obligations to those colleagues, nor have I achieved any dis-. 
who had helped me. I realized too that tinction to warrant the writing of it, as 
the time had come for self-support and of public significance; yet, like the story 
service. I had taken; now I must stand of any life, it may have its use for the 
and live and give. How to get the thoughtful young reader, if he but add 
chance? My career had been scattered the critical commentary which I have for 
over so many places, some so far away, the most part and with intent omitted. 
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THE DOG DID IT 

7 Arthur Hallam 

ieee s LTHOUGH I am only a I didn’t object to following him, be- 
CS ‘ dog, I have experienced a cause the prospect seemed good, and with 

Va d rapid change in social me it was a case of any port in a storm. 
aye : rs standing which seldom So I trotted limply along, for he seemed 
as Be ey J) comes to one of my kind. to want to take me. I guess he thought 
ROD PR DAS) It’s a long story which I was a poor scrub that no one wanted, 

reads like a fairy tale. I’ll and that he would only be giving me a 
give you my bark of honor as a dog that little comfort by helping my eyes. I had 
it’s all true; besides, ’m not the hero. So to swallow my pride a little at that, but 
here goes. just then I would have done anything. 

One Saturday afternoon about five After a little while we reached his room. 
o’clock I was huddled in a blind doorway It wasn’t much; the coachman’s lodge was 
of a wholesale drug house, trying in vain better. This place was in a big building, 
to keep warm, and wishing that I might which had a sign on the front that I 
die to relieve myself of that awful sicken- couldn’t read. First he gave me some 
ing pain in my stomach that I had been medicine that he had bought in a drug . 
trying to run away from for a week. I store on the way home. Although the 
had not had even a crust for two days; I stuff had an awful taste, it seemed to 
didn’t want it. In my misery, I heard make me feel better right away. He made 

the steady clink, clink of the time clock me eat some warm bread and milk, and 

just. within the door, and watched the swabbed me in a lot of old clothes till I 

heterogeneous force of toilers in the es- felt so good I went to sleep. I was happpy 

tablishment walk by in a steady stream. once more. Why, I would have fought 
I did not venture out, for I knew it would any one then to protect that fellow. I 

mean the terrible nerve-racking kick which slept most all night that way; in the 

I never could get accustomed to. They merning he gave me some more medicine 

all saw me, but paid no attention for my and wrapped me up again. Then he went 

beautiful brown coat was covered with out and shut the door. I nosed around, 

mud, my eyes were bleary, and my nose but since I couldn’t find anything, and 

ran with the cold. I was indeed a pitiful couldn’t get out, I had to go back to my 

sight, because I had not been washed or blanket and sleep again. After a long 

clipped since I had left home. However, time the fellow cam back. He evidently 

one young fellow seemed to take particular knew what he was talking about, because 

pains to spy me out in the fast falling he exclaimed, “Why, just see how much | 

gloom. A gleam of intelligent interest better he is already.” I was that pleased 

came into his eye when he saw me. “Why, I had to bark. There was another fellow 

that dog’s sick,” he exclaimed. Of course with him, who called him Paul. I after-- 

I was sick, and it had taken those poor ward found that this other man lived 

humans all this time to find it out. But across the hall. 

any word of kindness was welcome to me Paul kept right on giving me things, 

now, and I made a feeble attempt to wag until, when he washed and combed me, I 

my tail. “Come with me,” he said. “Poor felt like my old self again. This across- 

fellow, I think I know just what’s the the-hall friend used to come to see me 

matter with you. My Billy had the same every once in a while, I suppose because 

thing, and he died from it. I swore dit was close. One day, when I had been 

never let another dog die that way if I well about a week, I nearly died laughing 

knew what was the trouble.” to hear the across-the-hall man say, “Paul,
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I have a hunch that that dog has good ter a little, I think. “Arrest that fellow,” 

blood in him. Why don’t you enter him said master, pointing to Paul. 

in the dog show?” Good blood—dog “What for?” asks the policeman, rather 

show—that would be easy for me! But surprised, because he seemed to know 

the only thing I could do was bark my Paul, and Paul said “Howdy” to him. 

satisfaction. Perhaps I might see some “Why, you stupid,” exclaimed master, 

one I knew, for I was getting doggishly getting excited. “Can’t you see? He’s 

lonesome up there all alone, although I entered that dog as his, and it’s mine. 

did prefer that to feeling the way I had He stole it. I missed that dog four weeks 

before. Paul thought the idea was a fine ago, and never found any trace of him. 

one. I could tell that he knew enough He’s mine, all right. See the way he rec- 

about dogs to have an idea what I was. ognizes me.” 
I guess he must have fixed it all up, be- “That may be your dog boss,” replies 

cause the next thing I knew he was wash- the policeman. “J won’t deny that, but 
ing me all over and combing my hair and J will deny that the boy stole him. [ve 
sandpapering my ears. My, how natural known that boy for five years, and he’s as 

it all seemed. I could just feel that there straight as they’re built. I know where 

was some excitement in the air; I jumped he got that dog, too. He found him about 

around and barked and bit everything in three weeks back running around the 

sight. streets, covered with mud, and as thin as 

Well, we went to the dog show, with me a soda cracker. The poor critter was al- 

just feeling fine. It seemed as if every most dead. It looks to me as if the boy 

dog I knew was there. I knew a lot of has fixed him up all right. That lad 

the people, too, but I couldn’t speak to knows more than you give him credit for.” 

them. First of all I had to tell my friends By this time the master had cooled 

where I’d been, and what an awful time down a bit, and seemed to be thinking 

I’d had, and all that. I wasn’t more than hard. “Come to recollect,” he says, “I 

half through with the story when whom may be wrong. About the time we missed 

should I see coming down the aisle but the the dog he was suffering from some dis- 

master! Why, he nearly jumped out of ease that no one seemed able to relieve him 

his boots when he saw me, and I barked of. One morning we found his lash 

and capered around and nearly broke my broken, and he was nowhere to be seen. 

chain in my efforts to tell him it It never occurred to me that he might 

was really I. I could see that he was have chewed it. But you’re right; he 
pretty mad then. He came up and_ seems to be allright now. Pardon me for 

looked at my number real hard, and then disturbing you, officer. I guess I won't 

looked in his book. Right away he need-you after all.” So the cop left with 

ran off and got the man who looked after the keeper. When they were out of sight 

us. They came up and talked real ex- the master started to talk to Paul. 

citedly, and so fast I couldn’t make out “Tell me about this,” he says, mean- 

what they were saying. Master wanted to ing me. 

take me right with him, I guess, but the Paul gives him the whole story, mak- 

keeper wouldn’t let him, saying that he ing light, however, of the fact that he had 

must wait till seven o’clock. Master're- cured me up in less than no time, just 

plied that he would wait all right, and so because he seemed to sort of know how. 

would the officer. After that he went “What are you doing, boy?” master asks - 

away, and I continued my story. next. 
Pretty soon I guess it was seven o’clock, Then Paul tells him all about himself, 

because I saw Paul coming inthe door and how interested he is in doping things 

way down at the right. He was hardly together, but he doesn’t get much time on 
twenty feet from me when the master account of his work. 
came around the corner with the keeper “Are you satisfied?” says master. 

7 and a big policeman. Paul didn’t look a “Well,” replies Paul, “I’ve always had 
bit scared, though, which surprised mas- an idea I’d Tike to be a doctor, but I guess
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there’s no chance. I believe I know as tor in the country? How would that 
much as a lot of doctors right now, strike you?” 
though.” ae says paul, with his eyes shin- 

« » . ing, at wou e great. But what’s on, Say boy,” says master, getting grave, trowbling me is who'd pay for it?” 
; I’m a doctor myself, and in this case “I would,” says master 

_ you were wiser than I. How would you I guess it wasn’t so bad for me to get 
like to go away to school and study medi- lost after all, although I was awfully 
cine and maybe get to be the greatest doc- thirsty for a while. 

SHE CHOOSES 
C. F. G. Wernicke, Jr. 

Myers] HE trailed her hand idly ing her, “Do you ever think of going to 
Vx S in the water and gazed at college?” gems 
1G, S him absently, eyeing the “Indeed not,” she almost gasped. “Why 
Ci BN easy movement of his arms I am lots older than Marie Hargate and 
CID as he paddled. He at- she is married now. Why I wouldn’t get 
RO PRT A) tracted her strangely, this through college until I was as old as—as 

quiet little fellow with Methuselah, especially if Daddy gets an- — 
his level eyes and mature mouth. He other Europe idea in his head. Where 
didn’t appear intellectual, but flashes of are we going?” 
strange phrases and uncommon words in “Over to the Thatch to get a book 
his speech betrayed at least wide reading, I loaned Hart Mayhew. He intends to 
and he met and solved the small problems enter my college next year, did you know 
of life with an ease and confidence that it?” 
hinted at familiarity with greater ones. “Yes,” she said, “he told me.” With 
He was wealthy—undoubtedly though another of her lightning moods she be- 
nothing he ever said or did directly al- came pensive, and they walked on together 
luded to it. He had social position—at in silence. That was one of the things 
least a manner and courtesy different she liked in Bruce. He was always quiet 
from most of her friends, and superior. at the right time. She was thinking of 
All this she recognized as she thought, but the last football game she had watched. 
there was no clear-lined perception, no She was thinking of Hart Mayhew, as he 
definite reasoning. surveyed the field with its hopeless stretch 

“Tt’s good to live” she said leaning between his team and the goal. She saw 
back luxuriously, “It’s too good to be alive the toss of his yellow head and his quick 
and here to think of going back to the crouch, and then, through a delirium of 
city next week.” excitement, his thrilling flashing run 

He swept the cance toward the shore through the other team to the winning 
and as the scrape of the sand along its touchdown. 
keel brought it to a stop, said, “I must go And Hart Mayhew had boasted of his 
back, too,” and he smiled his quiet smile run all through the winter—boasted deli- 
that was a little crooked and a little teas- cately and discerningly—basking in the 
ing. “I would really look forward to go- admiration of the boys and the fervid 
ing back, if-——” hero-worship of the girls. He was older 

She missed the tenderness that had than the rest of them, handsome and 
crept into his tone and broke in. “Pooh— ready of tongue, and he desired for him- 
so would I look forward to it if it were self the heart’s desire of the town. And | 
going back to college.” she, the heart’s-desire, was walking to 

He steadied the canoe with his paddle the Thatch with Bruce to get a book he 
as she got out and then remarked follow- had borrowed. .
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“Some day,” she said to Bruce, apropos shocks of corn, but she did not see them. 
of nothing, “when J marry I am going to She saw the toss of a yellow head and a 
marry a football player.” quick crouch, and then a thrilling flash- 

Bruce turned to look at her. “I won- ing run. She turned to Bruce and looked 
der,” he said, and smiled his quiet smile at his face, gold-tinged by the setting sun. 
that was a little crooked and a little teas- He wasn’t smiling now and his eyes 
ing. watched her’s. Then something in her 

They came to the Thatch and got the sprang into life, and grew, and she un- 
book. And Hart Mayhew patronized derstood. She stretched out her hand 
Bruce and boasted delicately and dis- tenderly, Whispering, “It’s you—Bruce.” 
cerningly, and Bess looked at him with A week later she stood on the pier 

“a fervid hero-worship—but she was waving goodbye to someone on the deck 
_ older than the high school girls and con- of the great steamer. She watched it 
cealed it, so Bruce did not notice. On swing out into the big lake and then 
the way back to the boat they stopped turned to her companion. “I wish I knew 
in the softening light and she perched why he had to go back so early,” she said. 
herself on a stump at the edge of a corn- “Why,” said Marie Hargate who was 
field and looked across at the shocks, lots younger and married, “You know he 
gold-tinged by the setting sun. is ‘end’ on the college team.” 

Bruce was silent a long time and then And Bess thought of a quiet smile 
it came quietly and naturally. Simply that was a little crooked and a little teas- 
and briefly as was his way he told her of ing. “I wonder,” she said to Marie, apro- 
his love. She still looked across at the pos to nothing, “I wonder.” 

. MONOTHEISM 

Shigeyoshi Obata 

Over Indian isles, 
Over Persian wilds, 
Fair the sunlight smiles, 

The moonlight falls—God’s voice of mercy calls. 

Why, have rolled the ages, 
All the West in praises, 

‘ All the East in mazes? 
Has not been found our God the earth all round? 

God has saved the millions. 
For the other billions . 
Under his pavilions 

Has he not cared?—His boundless love he spared? 

Can a heathen blotless 
Ever be so godless, 
And the path he trod, less - 

Divine and just than his, whom Christians trust? 

Through a Buddha's image, 
Left of Christian pillage, 
Our true God’s true visage . 

Has shone clear, bright, to souls who worshipped right. 

And a pagan priestlike, 
Pure and true, must nigh strike 
Any life lived Christlike. 

Many pleased God—Did many, knowing not.
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*THE GREEK DRAMA manifestation of the uselessness of such 
S i _,, a continual struggle towards a reconcilia- 

TS drama is the crown of Hellenistic struggles. One could then call comedy— 
culture and the most finished ar- that we have in mind here only the so- 
tistic expression of the antique called earlier, is obvious—shortly, a par- 

world of life. With the creation of their oay on tragedy, provided the meaning of 
drama, the Greeks reached the highest parody does not assume a derivative rela- 
plane of spiritual development in their tionship, which by no means took place 

| history, and that embodied in itself all the Bi 
achievements of that development,—cele- <= 
brating in the tragedy the glorification of WS Ss SR 
Hellenism, and exhibiting in the comedy ee SN 
the absolute antithesis to the tragical,— Yas ON 
in this one the fullest consciousness of ( Way Pe wD 
man’s liberty and honor, at the same time, LSS <a 
however, explaining the human limitations a i Loe y 
and inadequacy in contrast to the eternal e ~~ Say Way 

physical necessity,—in that one, again, CRE \ ae ae 
drawing together the complete whole in (ha eT 
a round of Bacchautic derision, and sac- ie iy 

rificing all relationships to the purifying Ze? ; 
power of wit. For if Aristotle designated = 
the purpose of tragedy to purify all ills Theatre Mask. 
by means of fear and sympathy, then we abet t 
must acknowledge the problem of comedy here, because both arts of writing devel- 
to be that of accomplishing purification, ped individually, though at the same 
refinement, “Katharsis,” by means of su- time. 
preme joyfulness. We find, therefore, in The Greek drama appears to be closely 

tragedy a portrayal of a serious battle of related to Athens, that glorious city in 
man with destiny, whose sway, on the con- which, after all, all individual beams of 
trary, he replaces by the right of his own Hellenistic culture gathered in one burn- 
“free-will” activities; in comedy we find a ing focus, in order that they might shine 
cheerful resignation to the impossibility forth over the entire world. In that com- 
to bring into harmony the will of man paratively small area of Attica’s capital 
with the ethical requirements of physical city, there crowded together, and within 
necessity. Again we find in other dramas a few years, a large number of famous 

tion of contradictions, and unceasing men, in order, favored by the liberty of a 

*Editor’s note. This is the fourth of a series of articles translated by the editor from Scherr’s Geschichte 
der Weltlitteratur. The next translation will treat on the Roman Drama.
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demoncratic commonwealth in political of the Attic drama; tragedy required ordi- 
life, to reveal in science and art a great nary human patriotism, while comedy a 
wealth of wisdom and beauty. Athens was special, political, partisan nature; one 
particularly the city of intelligence in the opens to the people—for in Athens, the 
old world. Here a Pericles governed the theatre was really a popular affair and the 
state ; here a Phidias developed the highest admission fees, through the initiation of 
thought and appreciation of Hellenism to Pericles, was payed for the poorer citizens 
the noblest form, and completed beautiful out of the public funds—a view into the 
artistic productions; here taught succes- elevated region of the ideal and a true con- 
sively Socrates, Plato and Aristotle. sideration of the godly and the human 

Out of the laws of Solon developed the accomplishments, while the other calls 

democracy of Athens, which although one’s attention, in a humorous way, to the 

highly dangerous, is the only state gov- faults and absurditics of political and 

ernment responding to reason, because it private life. . 

alone developes through the rights of man, 
and gives every citizen the possibility and ne 

' the opportunity for untrammelled devel- WE MADE A HIT 
. opment of his abilities and powers, in 

contrast to the pressure of want and the T IS quite evident that Miss Elsie 
limitations of law. During this democ- I Janis, the “Slim Princess,” likes col- 

racy, which during Athens’ glorious role lege men and Wisconsin men in par- 

in the Persian wars represented Hellenism ticular. At least she said so in a recent 
politically and spiritually, there developed interview reported by Nicholas Young in 
naturally the highest artistic form of The Boston American. Miss Janis dis- 
Greek poetry, the drama, in which, in con- coursed at some length with Mr. Young 
trast to the patriarchial world of gods concerning the relation of the college man 
and heroes of the Homeric epoch, the revo- to the modern drama and expressed an 
lutionary struggles of man with the higher opinion that the collegian was maligned 
powers, the attempts at liberty of the in- by both press and public. Being in Bos- 
dividual from the influence of the ton at the time of course she was inclined 
“anagke,” exhibited themselves, and the to give a slight preference to Harvard 
conflict of human passions, that is the true men, but nevertheless she loyally and gen- 
life of man, into which the designated erously included Yale, Princeton, Cornell, 

destiny opened the tragical cleft, in which Dartmouth, and—Wisconsin students. She 

man disappears in order to give the vic- told of her experiences in all these places 

tory to the god-like,—that is the ethical and what she said of the Cardinal sup- 
physical necessity. This is the form of porters may best be expressed in the words 
the Greek tragedy. In comedy the at- of Mr. Young himself: 
tempt is made not so much to close the “Then it isn’t true,” I (Mr. Young) 

tragical cleft as, far rather, to jump over suggested, ‘that Princeton men wear tan 
it with the aid of the vaulting pole of wit. shoes with evening clothes?’ 
In tragedy the problem is to portray the “<<‘Trye!? exclaimed Miss Janis, ‘it’s 

honor and the greatness of man’s soul, terrible slander, why they don’t even do 
even triumphantly in defeat; in the com- that out in Madison, Wisconsin.’ 
edy, to set opposite as victorious to the “What do they do in Madison? I 

ideal the bagatelle, and to the idealistic thought that a fair question. 

struggles, the home-made pedantry. There- “Why, they do everything that’s | 

fore, the former takes‘its material consist- splendid. The University of Wisconsin 
ently with a special desire from the hero- couldn’t behave better if it had grown up 

world, existing in the beautified future, right here in Boston—and such boys; I 
while the latter chooses the nearest-best could love them all’—— 
geeurrences of the day for its material. “‘Hisie” interrupted mother (Mrs. 

¥rom this then originated, aside from the Janis), ‘not so much tempo.’ 
artistic view point, the various influences “<<Then you were informed that in
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Madison they have a nice habit of inviting less. The club has, however, given just a 
popular young actresses (and their moth- hint of the character of the forthcoming 
ers) to luncheons at the fraternity houses. production (as the press agents say) and 
It wouldn’t be generous to believe that the said hint seems to promise something 
Miss Janis defended Wisconsin on account just a little different from any previous 
of its perfect system of food distribution, Haresfoot opera. In the first place the 
but you could see without half trying that piece is to be a step in advance of comic 
several luncheons in Madison were exceed- opera or musical comedy and will be, 
ingly well placed.” properly speaking, an extravaganza, which 
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Bacchus Theatre, Athens 

What Miss Janis and Mr. Young say means that greater opportunities will be 

further does not concern us—the point of — given for music, farce and staging. 

it all is that Wisconsin is being advertised A fairy background will supplant the 

in the East and it is getting an enviable Alpine setting of “Alpsburg” and the 

reputation for its grub. Parisian atmosphere of “The Manicure 
Shop.” This fairy background will sur- 

HARESFOOT CLUB round a farce comedy centering about a 

Q . ; saps magic hat, wherein will lie the fun and MTS ay ‘ s > a culiar thing about playwriting ; ‘ ‘ : 
T IS a peculiar thi g about play «give rise to what is promised to be Her- 
that a suitable title is often more dif- Fort P. Stothart’s best score, ‘The con 

: : rt’s best score. - 
ficult to compose than dialogue or plot. Er iv Oe torial and the fai 1a 

Some authors choose their title first and — trasts o the material and the fairy ee 

then write their play around it, just as a will be scenically depicted by Coney 

pretty sizable magazine article can be Island and the Fairyland. { 

written around half a dozen photographs. The lines of the piece are said to be 

And speaking of titles reminds one that rich with humor and with the fanciful 

the Haresfoot show for 1912 is still name- background as a medium for novel dances
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and ballets, should promise something en- Pecksniff, HK. W. Helm, the veteran actor 
tirely new in university dramatic circles. who directed and coached the performance, 

The usual tryouts for principal and was suddenly called upon to act as under- 
chorus parts will be immediately after the study. Mr. Helm learned his lines in 
opening of the second semester. As yet something like forty-eight hours and gave 
the itinerary of the spring trip has not an excellent study of this so typical a 
been arranged but the trip will undoubt- Dickens character. His support was good 
edly embrace the same group of cities vis- with the exception of some few mechani- 
ited during the past two years. cal amateur defects. 

William A. Kietzman, 712, has been se- The presentation was an interesting and 
lected as vice-president of the club to suc- successful portrayal of the dramatic quali- 
ceed Walter A. Sheriffs, °13, who left ties of Dickens longer works. It is to be 
school in December. regretted, however, that the club was un- 
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EDWIN BOOTH CLUB able to give “The Only Way,” as was 
oo originally intended. It is infinitely better 

66 OM PIN CH,” as produced by the drama than “Tom Pinch.” The club is to 
Edwin Booth Club the night of be heartily congratulated for its efforts, 
December 9, carried with it dual however, and for its sympathetic and en- 

honors—that of opening the university  thusiastic interest in Dickens. 
dramatic season and that of opening the % ow x 
local celebration of the centenary of 
Charles Dickens’ birth. In both roles it Albert R. Gaul’s cantata, “Joan of 
was a success. Are,” was splendidly sung by the Choral 

The production was pleasing to a large Union, December 18. Miss Minnie Berg- 
audience because it was Dickens and be- man of the School of Music and Robert 
cause of the personal interest in the stu- Quait of Chicago were the soloists. 
dents taking part. But the latter may be * * # 
said of any scholastic preduction. At this The Germanistische Gesellschaft gave 
late date it is enough to say that the play Falckenberg’s “Ein Deutsches Weinachts- 
was well acted, interesting and evidently spiel” as part of its annual Christmas cele- 
appreciated. bration on the 20th of last month. It was 

Owing to the illness of Harvey Hart- produced under the direction of Dr. Ernst 
wig, scheduled to play the part of Mr.  Feise.
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EDWIN BOOTH DRAMATIC Neal Elder, Spenser Bissel, Thorlow 
CLUB Brewer, and Harvey Hartwig. 

Haity’V) Metésner A somewhat universal demand, and the 
: success of the Dickens play have brought 

F ONE is to assume that every printed hefore the club the consideration of a sec- 
criticism of a play drives home the ond public performance, of either a play, 
same point only when such a conclu- or more preferably, an evening of short 

sion cannot be avoided, the Edwin Booth sketches, which although assuming the 
Dramatic Club’s Dickens’ play, “Tom outward form of a vaudeville, would lose 
Pinch,” was a pronounced artistic success. none of their real art for being shorter. 
“Tom Pinch” was the Booth Club’s big " 5 
effort for the year, and it surpassed many The Glee Club gave its first concert of 
of the previous successes of the club in the year in Janesville, December 8. 
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“Tom Pinch” McKillop 

presenting dramatie art purely for art’s JUNIOR PLAY 
own sake, 

The Booth Club did not succeed in Here A. KELLAR, a graduate 

getting a capacity audience, but such is student from Peoria, Illinois, has 
not longer to be expected for a production _ been announced as the winner of the 
of this nature at Wisconsin. Its play was Junior Play contest with a play called 
described by critics of standing as a con- “Cousins.” Roger K. Ballard, 712, was 

tribution to dramatic history at Wis- awarded the second prize. 

consin. “Cousins” is described as a live play 

Although the Booth. plays have all been with twenty speaking parts. It deals with 

of an extremely dignified type, the club — student life and polities at Wisconsin and 
in itself is not a “high brow” organization, the adventures of two girl cousins in this 
but rather a group of students of the | vironment © 

drama in all its forms. With the play 2 ~ 4. 
claws cep : aoa . Mr. Kellar, the author, has appeared 

over, regular work of the year, regular ith the Blackfriars of . ‘ 
programme meetings, and a series of din- with the lackfriars 0 the University of 

ner meetings will be taken up. The mem- Chicago and with the Leland Stanford 

bership in the club has been strongly aug- University dramatic organizations in the 

mented this year by Clarence J. Cudahy, years 1910 and 1911.
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UNION VAUDEVILLE past month and an excellent performance 

. - is promised. 
U* ION “Vodvil” plans are rapidly x oe 

assuming shape and a record break- “T?ete de la Saint-Martin” was pre- 

ing programme of variety acts is sented Wednesday, December 13, by the 
promised for the night of January 20. Romance Language Club in the concert 

; About twenty-five acts will be judged in room of Lathrop Hall. The following 
the elimination contest to be held January took part: 

5. The best twelve of these will appear Adrienne...........Miss Emily Winslow 
in competition for the Union Committee Mme. Lebreton........Miss de la Barthe 
prize on the 10th. Briqueville..............Louis de Vries 

Marcus Heiman, director of the Fuller WNoel................Robert T. Purchas 
and Orpheum theatres, has offered to bill a 
the winning act at the latter playhouse. L. Albert Zollner of Apache fame and 

This should prove an added incentive to who isa member of the Edwin Booth Club 
the contestants. | was recently presented with a fob by the 

Both co-eds and men will take part in -Haresfoot Club in appreciation of services 
the performance which will last a little as Beinard in “The Manicure Shop” last 

over two hours. Accommodations will be spring. : 

provided for about 2,000 people, a mail * oF 
order system of ticket sale being used. The senior play committee, of which 

Joseph D. Mercer is chairman, is consid- 
ering a number of manuscripts for the 

-“Her Own Way,” the Red Domino play, 1912 production and a definite decision 
will be presented at the Fuller Opera will be made early in the present month. 
House the night of January 20. Re- Gaylord J. Case of Oshkosh was elected 
hearsals have been held throughout the business manager at a recent meeting.
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FACULTY LIGHTS 
JULIUS EMIL OLSON, Professor of in the city of Madison, with whom he 

Scandinavian Language and Literature. lived while at college. This was one rea- 
B.L. Wisconsin 1884. Psi Upsilon. son why he was not more active in student 
Professor Olson did not engage greatly ffairs, because it tended to isolate him 

in student activities, because the fact that from the school life. The other students 
he had to make his own way gave him lived in dormitories, which, though rent 
little extra time. Military drill was pop- free, were not comfortable. However, all 
ular, but the big thing was oratory. He the men were forced out of the dormitories 
was a member of the Athenae Literary so- by the burning of Science hall in 1884. 
ciety, and was elected to the joint debate, Professor Olson always considered it a 
but gave it up because he had an oppor- mistake that he did not live in the dormi- 
tunity to speak at commencement. The tory, and thus gain a closer association 
climax of one’s college career at that time with the class life of his fellow students. 
was the commencement program, when He would like very much to see a dormi- 
nearly every man graduating spoke. In _ tory system established. 
his class there were fifteen speakers. He He would choose Wisconsin again be- 
belonged te the glee club, which was organ- cause he has always been on the ground. 
ized for the first time in his senior year. The greatest thing about Wisconsin is its 
He continued as a member during his first spirit of democracy, which gives it its rep- 
years as an instructor. The club took a  utation among outsiders. Here democracy 
few trips around the state, and sang at is actually practiced, and the student who 
the high school commencements. makes his own way has as gocd a chance 

There were about 400 students at that as any one else. 
time, and twelve professors. The gym was Professor Olson took up his work be- 
north of Main hall; no one had to take cause he had always expected to be a. 
it, and there were only a few that used teacher. The man with whom he lived 
the building. The greatest achievement had a lbrary in which he was able to 
was the dedication of Library hall, which spend much time. This was the cause of 
was the most important building at that his partiality. Otherwise he had consid- 
time, and was expected to be adequate for ered the study of law. 
all needs in literary, forensic and social Although the university faculty was not 
events. The fraternity prom and com- large, the men in it had a strong indi- 
mencement exercises were also to be held viduality. John Bascom was the great 
in the main room. man of the university and of the state. 

Professor Olson selected Wisconsin be- Every student, no matter whether he was 
cause he was born in Dane county and a rogue or rascal, felt the influence of 
lived there all his life. He had relatives President Bascom. .
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CHESTER LLOYD JONES—Associate of students into other lines are responsible 
Professor of Political Science. Univer- for the declining interest in the inter- 

sity of Wisconsin, B.A. 1902; Univer- collegiate debates. In former years the 
ae of Pennsylvania, Ph. D. 1906. joint was even a bigger event, and still the 

igma Alpha Epsilon, Phi Beta Kappa. jinter-collegiates were won. There were 
Professor Lloyd Jones’ principal inter- then no three hundred various societies 

est was literary work as a member of Hes- to take the attentions of the students on 
peria literary society. He was on the Friday nights, when they used to get the 
freshman and sophomore debates, and was necessary practice. Social activities and 
elected to the joint and twice to the inter- theatres were also less insistent. Wiscon- 
collegiate, but did not serve on either of sin-is becoming sophisticated, like the 
them for lack of time. The school then East, with its diversified interests. Wis- 

was about half its present size; the agrics consin is perhaps the best university in 
had recitations in South Hall. Thenewli- the country in which such a variety of all 
brary was entered at this timefromthefor- kinds of activities can be found, with the 
mer quarters in the back of the present possible exception of Cornell. 
Music hall where there had been one row Professor Lloyd Jones took a general 
of stacks. Football practice was held on culture course without specialization, 
the lower campus, with the regular games which proved disadvantageous when a spe- 
at Randall. The Minneapolis high school cial line of investigation was necessary, 
cused to play Madison high before the Min- but which gave a life more richly diversi- ! 

nesota game. Those were the days of Pat fied, and decidedly “worth while.” He 

O’Dea. Pat never was a line plunger be- believes that the time will come when the 
cause his bones were too brittle. His game pendulum will swing away from the utili- 

was in kicking the ball from behind the tarian idea of college education to the 

line. older idea of a broad culture, for the pro- 
Professor Lloyd Jones had a preference duction of the best citizenship. 

for Wisconsin because his father had been Professor Lloyd Jones would, if he were 

here in 1872, as well as several cousins. to take his college life over again, engage 

He was strongly influenced by the pres- more in student activities. The great good 

ence of Professor William F. Allen, who to be derived from such a course is the 

taught history. Professor Jones, like most contact it brings with other people, and 

of the former students, was a Wisconsin the diversity in experience. The sum 

product. At that time the university was total of culture in a man’s life is corre- 

still not so big to prevent students from spondingly greater. He would choose Wis- 

knowing everyone at least by sight. Mem- consin again, because, although every 

bers of the same class were usually well school offers about the same thing in gen- 

acquainted. The class meetings held a eral education, Wisconsin is on the firing 

more important place, and were better at- line of the progressive spirit all the time. 

tended. Debating was still the big event The school is unparalleled in its location, 
of the year; football was just coming into as compared with others. 
prominence. The joint debate held a more Professor Lloyd Jones intended to take 
important position and Wisconsin used to up law, but was persuadeu tc take up po- 

win the inter-collegiate. Professor Lloyd litical science by Professor Paul S. 

Jones believes that the great number of Reinsch, who is accordingly directly re- 
other activities, which take the attention sponsible for his choice of career. 
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JOHN REA WOOLLEY 
PORTRAIT PHOTOGRAPHER 

509 STATE STREET, MADISON, WISCONSIN 

HOME PORTRAITURE 

Get Your Rebate When You Need It 
WITH EACH SALE YOU GET A CHECK 

BRING BACK IN CHECKS . . $ 5.00 AND GET IN TRADE . . §$ .35 
10.00 1.00 
20.00 2.50 

25.00 3.50 

ANY TIME. YOU DON’T HAVE TO WAIT TILL SPRING 
USE YOUR CHECKS WHEN YOU NEED THAT NEXT BOOK 

COLLEGE BOOK STORE, 712 State Street



13 “11° | 
Year William Owens ears 

of 

Annually Increasing PLUMBER 
Student Patronage ——=———= 

That i ofPiumbing Work 
atis gladly furnished 

“The Hub” Record | ME 

Today, as it has been for many 
years, Madison’s leading 
Clothing and Shoe Store 

. a 118 N. Pinckney Street 

THE@HUB MADISON  :: WISCONSIN ~ 

66 99 Buy Her a “Glad’’ Iron 

and save her the hot, weary drudgery of ironing 

with clumsy, stove-heated SADirons. Thousands 

of women have been made glad by the 

Electric Flat Iron 

Madison Gas & Electric Company , 
Phone 144 120-126 EAST MAIN STREET .



The Jordan Market) KENTZLER BROS. 
Company Livery 

Retail and Wholesale dealers in MADISON, WISCONSIN 

ME ATS Telephone 85 

and ail kinds of 
. Who keep the “Best Equipped 

Fish and Oysters Livery” in the State (no excep- 

| tion), and meet all the require- 

ments of fashionable driving. To 

this fact is due their wide-spread 

popularity. A fine stock of ve- 
hicles and well-bred horses con- 

stantly on hand for your 
We make special paces to jarge buyers and pleasure. 

LADY FINGERS AND MACAROONS A 
SPECIALTY 

we EAT es | | 

Heilman’s Quaker 

It?s a Very Wholesome Loaf 

121 EAST MAIN STREET PHONE 1109



OLD STUDENTS KNOW CARL THOMAS, PHOTOGRAPHER 

BADGER CREAMERY| Nelson & Polk 

Pasteurized Milk nd Cream Decorators 
Fresh Creamery Butter 

We make a specialty of fine interior 

Wall Paper and Paint Decorations 

Xe Window Shades 
Picture Frames, Etc. 

| 610 University Avenue 218 EAST MAIN STREET 
Telephone 778 

This is the Tit 
- when an inventory of your wardrobe discloses a 

need for a new suit or overcoat. You want a safe 
place to buy, where you can get the latest weaves 
in the most popular colors, such as browns, grays, 
or Yale blues. We have all these, including the new 

| bas et weave, and most respectfully 
invite your attention 

Suits from $20 to $45 ; p 
And Satisfaction Guaranteed 

We also do repairing, cleaning a w= 

and pressing . as ys 

Telephone 2211 yy 28 ap : E. C. TETZLAFF, Mgr. 

NEW STUDENTS ARE INVITED TO THE THOMAS STUDIO _ |



JOHN P. MURISH FOR FINE FURNISHINGS 

Conklin & Sons Company | Capital City Fruit Store 
M ADISON, WIS. SIMON BROS., Proprietors 

h tail GUARANTEE Ww olesale and Retai 

Fruits and Vegetables 
We unreservedly guarantee “PITTS- 
TON” Hard Coal to be full weight, —_—— 
exceptionally high in heat units and 
free of impurities. If not entirely sat- 402 STATE STREET 
isfactory in every way, no matter what Phone 732 
the cause, we will replace it, or, if de- | —~_>_EEE . 
sired, will remove it jree of expense 
to you, and refund the amount pai 9 
without argument. Simply notify us W ALTZINGER S 
in writing within ten days of date of 
delivery. Weintend to make every 
buyer of “PITTSTON” Coal a per- FOR DELICIOUS 
manent customer. 

Lunches 
Telephone 25 Ice Cream Sherbets 

YARDS | ci Wet Mar see Confectionery 
214 South Baldwin St. 

MADISON, WIS. 

. | 

Joseph M. Boyd, President H, L. Bussell, Vice President 

Frank Kessenich, 2nd Vice Pres. Charles O’Neill, Cashier 

Irving BE. Backus, Asst. Cashier at State St. Branch . 

Bank of Wi in | 
MADISON, WIS. 

Capital, $300,000.00 Surplus, $60,000.00 | 
Additional Liability of Stockholders, . $300,000.00 

Highest Interest Consistent with Legitimate Banking | 

. | We give personal attention to the financial | 
Corporations solicited needs of our patrons 

A. L. SANBORN JOSEPH M. BOYD CHARLES O’NEILL 

ray fore Gio, B GARY FRANK OANTWELL 
EUGENE HIGHMY S, A. PIPER W. F. PIERSTORFF 

en Bue 4g, suumneeas ichsbar SEMEES™ 
FRANK oe oH EARNEST KAROW A, H. KAYSER 

oman eenmn atta REEELAALIUNDEENAnS ENTRANT ESS ae 

i 
JOHN P. MURISH FOR FOWNE’S GLOVES



W. J. HYLAND , J HYLA Findlay’s 
| Dry Roast 

| mn Coffees 

| — | SURE TO PLEASE 

PRACTICAL PLUMBER SS) 
AND GAS FITTER | 

Latest improved Bath Tubs, Water 
Closets, Pumps, Lead Pipe, 

Iron Sinks, Etc. Try a Sample 

Jobbing Promptly Attended to and be Convinced 

TEL. 710 212 EAST MAIN ST. 

Shoe Shining Parlor | @enaging your property 
for Ladies and Gentlemen | 20, or as trustee after 

your death, is our 

Hats Cleaned business 

ARTHUR PAPAS at 
30234 State Street 228 King Street Whe Lnkieeits oir Enperey 

Swedish Massage Treat- 
ments and Chiropody CENTRAL WISCONSIN 

—— TRUST COMPANY 

Satisfaction Guaranteed MADISON, WIS. 

— _L.M. HANKS, President ; 

E. L. BUMP MMOHINBARNES, Second Vice President 

Phone 2940 Over Pair Play 1 RAMEN, Seen,



Alexander ‘ ‘ K ornh Association 
ornnauser | Dining Hall 

& Co. 740 Langdon 

For Ladies 
= and Gentlemen 

Dry Goods, Millinery 

Cloaks and Suits 
———————_—_—=—> Private Dining Room for Small 

Parties in Connection 

14, 16, 18 and 20 West Mifflin Street The Greatest of Care in Arrang- 

MADISON, WISCONSIN ing of Menus 

PIPER BROTHERS 
WHOLESALE and RETAIL GROCERS 

MADISON, WISCONSIN 

Telephone 561 31 NORTH PINCKNEY STREET 

The Joseph M.Boyd 
Company 

of MadtisonWisconstn 
Capital $100,000 

MUNICIPAL, TIMBER AND 
PUBLIC SERVICE BONDS 

| NET 5 AND 6 PER CENT 

ee



HAVE THE LITTLE RED HOSPITAL CART CALL FOR YOUR SHOES 

\ A&A 

G44 || Prescriptions 
Sti —toe Accurately 
7) NON 

eo ae Compounded 
mm EE Ae 

“ alae? cocObsce 

EVERY HUSKY FARMER g 
harvests his wheat, and every husky 

te cis tncatce of ke cease < 
ee a ea Cowis Drug Store 

9 Weber’s Bread ree 
and you’re harvesting for the future. 

THE 

MENGES RED cross | C, J. EHRMAN 
PHARMACIES 

26 West Mifflin St. 829 University Ave. Delicatessen 
1726 Monroe St. 

MADISON, WISCONSIN QO 

J. F. SCHADAUER & CO. 
Picci Groceries 

e China Shop and Home-Made Goods 
Dishes Rented for Parties and Receptions aie sas se 

ate Stree 
See Phone 1591 

126 STATE STREET 

VARSITY SHINING PARLORS—319 STATE STREET—Phone 2036



The University of Wisconsin e University of 
The College of Letters and Science offers a General Course in Liberal Arts 3a 

Course in Pharmacy; a Course in Commerce; a Course in Music; a Course in 
Journalism; Library Training Courses in connection with the Wisconsin Library 
School ; the Course for the Training of Teachers, and the Course in Chemistry. 

The College of Mechanics and Engineering offers courses of four years in 
Mechanical Engineering, Electrical Engineering, Civil Engineering, Applied Electro 
Chemistry, Chemical Engineering and Mining Engineering. 

The College of Law offers a course extending over three years, which leads to 
the degree of Bachelor of Laws and which entitles graduates to admission to the 
Supreme Court of the state without examination. 

The College of Agriculture offers (1) a course of four years in Agriculture; 
(2) a middle course of two years; (3) a short course of one or two years in 
Agriculture; (4) a Dairy Course; (5) a Farmers’ Course; (6) a four years’ course 
in Home Economics. 

The College of Medicine offers a course of two years in Preclinical Medical 
Work, the equivalent of the first two years of the Standard Medical Course. After 
the successful completion of the two years’ course in the College of Medicine, students 
can finish their medical studies in any medical school in two years. 

The Graduate School offers courses of advanced instruction in all departments 
of the University. 

The Unwerstiy Extension Division embraces the departments of Correspond- 
ence Study, of Debating and Public Discussion, of Lectures, and of Information 
and General Welfare. A Municipal Reference Bureau, which is at the service of 
the people of the state, is maintained, also a Traveling Tuberculosis Exhibit and 
vocational institutes and conferences are held under these auspices. 

Special Courses in the College of Letters and Science 
_ Lhe Course in Commerce, which extends over four years, is designed for the 
training of young men who desire to enter upon business careers. 

_ _ Lhe Courses in Pharmacy are two in number; one extending over two years, 
and one over four years, and are designed to furnish a thoroughly scientific founda- 
tion for the pursuit of the profession of pharmacy. 

The Course for the Training of Teachers, four years in length, is designed to 
prepare teachers for the secondary schools. It includes professional work in the 
departments of philosophy and education and in the various subjects in the high 
schools as well as observation work in the elementary and secondary schools of 
Madison. 

The Course in Journalism provides four years’ work in newspaper writing 
and practical journalism, together with courses in history, political economy political 
science, English literature, and philosophy, a knowledge of which is necessary for 
journalism of the best type. 

Inbrary Training Courses are given in connection with the Wisconsin Library 
School, students taking the Library School Course during the junior and senior 
years of the University Course. 

The Course in Chemistry offers facilities for training for those who desire to 
become chemists. Six courses of study are given, namely, a general course, a course 

| for industrial chemist, a course for agricultural chemist, a course for soil chemist, 
a course for physiological chemist, and a course for food chemist. 

The Lsbraries at the service of members_of the University, include the Library 
of the University of Wisconsin, the Library of the State Historical Society, the 

| Library of the Wisconsin Academy of Sciences, Arts, and Letters, the State Law 
Library, and the Madison Free Public Library, which together contain about 
380,000 bound books and over 195,000 pamphlets. 

a, Detailed information on any subject connected with the University may be 
obtained by addressing W. D. HIESTAND, Registrar, Madison, Wisconsin.



A Long-Felt Student Want 

__ A First-Class No need to travel up 
Z Sanitary Barber Shop town for your dress needs. 

ep ee ee i just come over and get 
Service—Our Motto Sanitation—Our Aim acquainted with us. 

Complete in Every Detail 

Courteous Treatment—Shoe Shine and Porter Service 

We Specialize in 
Propricor  * ~© THE: ~ WISCONSIN 

716 University Avenue Clever Haberdashery 

Have your Clothes i — see 
Cleaned and Pressed at Exclusive Tailoring 

° For Men who Care 
Erickson’s 

Cleaning & Pressing Shop| | ; 
Endres & Conlin 

1327 University Ave. De Luxe Furnishings 

Phone 1027 University Ave. 710 
We call for 
and deliver 

Und d'] it 
The Machine You Will Eventually Buy 

Weare eae 
one Sey) eee a 

Underwood Typewriters eat San art > Underwood Typewriters 

RENTED ae ii 6=60REPAIRED 
Wi POOL titntpdes eH - / 

Underwood Typewriter Co. 
Phone 896 MADISON, WIS.



Good Things to GRIMM'S 

BAT at .JBOOK BINDERY Keeley’s “Pal? | ~~ ) 
FLAT OPENING BLANK BOOKS 

110 State Street 

eS MAGAZINE BINDING 

Electric Shoe Repairing Se eRe 
‘“Work Done While You Wait’’ ee 

Telephone No. 469 

Goodyear 
Shoe Repair Ing Company State Journal Block, Fourth Floor 

Work Called for and Delivered 115-123 SOUTH CARROLL STREET 

MADISON, WIS. 

Telephone 3326 209 State Street 

F or 

Bags, Suit Cases andj The Photo Shop 
Trunks W. L. McKILLOP, Mer. 

Go to 
1912 Badger Photographer 

J ° Woe pe VORD Phone 1468 or 4543 

mg ot 513 State Street 
Special Prices to Students 

Fancy Prices? S$ 

Not at O. C. Olson’s 
q. Amateur Finishing 

State Street C Flashlights 

.; C. Group Pictures 
Style and Workmanship? 

Enl 
None Better C. Enlargements



Sectional Book C | 
ae case ot i any ae base $1 5 >... 
and top and glass doors, complete in = 

This is something entirely new in a book case. oo 
It folds and a case of four sections can be folded 
into the size of one for the purpose of packing if | 
necessary. c =| 
Start your library with ‘one, two, three or more [ . 
sections and add to it as your library grows. | i 
Come in and see our splendid line of these sec- # 
tional book cases. a  «¢ 
Buy one of these cases and if not satisfactory $F 
after 30 days, we will refund your money. a 

Roll Top Desks swzeztrsuzis: Ge 

The Bailey Furniture St 
(Better Furniture for Cottage or Mansion) 426 STATE STREET 

Telephone 4178 Telephone 4178 

Electrical Contractors | 

& Agents for the SPECIAL 
Dy S 

A Richmond | c= 
ay ak : cme Electric 
EWN a Suction Cleaner Flat rose 
i iy Eats Dirt A 6-pound latiron for 
A Hi \ oe a se 

at 2 S ‘ ir Iw ; \ | The price is $65 with a Si § 2 

ZB PA. | attachments, f. 0. b. | Stove and Toaster 
re oe 7 your home, and rents ™ Win ke a 
ae ee eae ill be glad to demon- 

+38 ee for $2 per day—$1.50 strate any of these ar- 
for half day. ticles at any time. 

207 KING STREET : : MADISON, WIS.
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